APE RECORDING

426 ikr,

r»

1
,

,
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Sydney G. Brooks
Brooks Jewelry
Cadiz, Ohio
Mr.

April,

1958
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Livingston
Studios.,.

recorded tapes get a
quality boost with Audiotape
Say "recorded tape" and chances are someone

will say "Livingston." Livingston Audio Products
in Caldwell, N. J., was one of the pioneers in
the recorded tape field. Today, the Livingston
library includes over 160 monaural tape titles
and more than 90 stereos. And the list is
expanding every month.

Art Cooper, executive vice -president at Livingston,
says, "In this high fidelity age, the
key to success in the recording business
is quality. Our engineers have chosen
equipment which they feel is the finest available.
We make inspections and maintenance checks
on this equipment every hour. And we approach
magnetic tape in the same way -constantly
testing and checking the quality. Our studies
have shown that Audiotape consistently
delivers outstanding performance. That's why
we've been an Audiotape customer for years."

Livingston is just one of the hundreds of
professional recording studios which rely on
Audiotape for the finest sound reproduction.
The complete line of professional quality
Audiotape offers a base material and thickness
to meet every recording need. And no matter
which type you select, you can be sure you're
getting the very finest tape that can be produced.
There's a complete range of reel sizes and
types, too, including the easy- threading
C -Slot reel for all 5 and 7 -inch Audiotapes.
Why settle for less, when professional -quality
Audiotape costs no more?

AUDIO DEVICES, INC., 444 Madison Ave., N.
In Hollywood: 840 N. Fairfax Ave.

Y. 22, N. Y.

In Chicago: 5428 Milwaukee Ave.

Cables "ARLAB"
Export Dept.: 13 East 40th St., N. Y., 16
Rectifier Division: 620 E. Dyer Rd., Santa Ana, Calif.
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Exciting New Living Sound

Revere

STEREOPHONIC TAPE RECORDER
WITH BUILT-IN PRE -AMPLIFIER
Providing true In -Line Hi- Fidelity Stereophonic Sound on tape, these
magnificent instruments enable you to enjoy the true realism and depth of a
full orchestra -feel the impact of percussion instruments on one side of the
room in contrast to soft sounds of string and wood instruments on the other
side. Using two separate In -Line sound channels, the Revere Stereophonic
system enables recording and playing back monaurally on the upper channel,
while the lower channel is designed to plug directly into phono input of your
phonograph, radio or television receiver. No auxiliary pre -amplifier is necessary
as the pre-amp is already built -in. See your authorized Revere dealer for a
demonstration now! li.treriena the thrill of 3D sound!

T-1120--HIGH FIDELITY DUAL SPEED
STEREOPHONIC TAPE RECORDER
Among the advanced features embodied
in this striking model are: Dual IN LINE
Stereophonic sound channels; balanced
tone (loudness control); real portability
with molded glass and steel case; 3600
sound distribution with two self- contained
speakers; single knob control; precision
index counter; public address system; input switches automatically for mike or
phono; instant stop button; self- adjusting
disc brakes; tape speeds, 3.75 and 7.5 i.p.s.
With microphone, 2 reels, tape and cords.
$ 199.50

-

GUARANTEED SPECIFICATIONS
Frequency Response: 75- 13,000 c.o.s.. 3db at 7'/,
i.p.s. (Both Channels); 85 -7,000 c.p.s. *3db at 3%
i.p.s. Signal to noise ratio greater than 48db at
both speeds. Wow and flutter less than 0.3°%, at
both speeds. More than 50db isolation between
stereo channels. NARTB equalization for optimum playback of pre- recorded tapes.

T -1100 Dual -Speed Hi- Fidelity Tape Recorder -Single knob
control. Tape speeds of 3.75 and 7.5 i.p.s.; records up to three
hours with new long -play tape. Durable fibre -glass case; two
acoustically matched excursion speakers. With microphone, radio-TV attach, cord, 2 reels (one with tape) and case.. .$169.50
TR -1200-Same with built -in radio
....$219.50

..............

SK-707 Stereophonic Kit-Converts all Revere

T -11, T -1100
series and keyboard tape recorders to IN LINE High Fidelity
Stereophonic playback and monaural recording. Simple installation; uses phono amplifier for record channel. Exceptional
specifications
.. ..........
.$34.50

..............

REVERE CAMERA CO.

CHICAGO 16, ILLINOIS

.,.

..
3
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HI-FI

eptif",'
tape recorder

system
hand tools

P. A.

portable TV set

FROM YOUR CAR, Boot or Plane!

with

TAPE RECORDING
VOL.

5

NO.

APRIL 1958

4

INVERTERS

MARK MOONEY, JR.

Editier and Publisher

FOR CHANGING YOUR STORAGE

BATTERY CURRENT TO

..

A.C. HOUSEHOLD
in your own
ANYWHERE
Boat or Plane!
,r

ALLEN

JOHN L.

JEAN COVER

Circulation Manager

ELECTRICITY

OPERATES

Assistant Editor

ROBERT W. LAPIIAM

JAMES H. MILLS, SR.

Art Director

Technical Consultant

PORTABLE TV SET

directly from your cod
GEORGIE

ANTHONY J. MORIN, JR.

OPERATES
TAPE

RECORDERS

SIGSBEE

Music Editor

National Advertising Manager
274 Madison Ave., New York 16, N. Y.

DICTATING
MACHINES

PUBLIC

ADDRESS
SYSTEMS

IN

ELECTRIC SHAVERS
directly from your coil

MAKE YOUR CAR, BOAT OR PLANE

THIS

ISSUE

WOODCOCK ON TAPE

Douglas

Wade

16

VERSATILITY -PLUS

Jack Bayha

19

USE THESE JACKS

Bart Pierson

20

Andrew W. Johnson

22

E.

cA ROLLING OFFICE!"
L7

ti.

OPERATES
RADIOS

Jqv

REXMRD

PLAYERS

MIXMASTERS, ETC.
directly from your cod

YOU CAN

BE

A

VENTRILOQUIST

CONVERTING REVERE RECORDERS TO STEREO

32

NEW PRODUCTS

re451.0c-

TAPE IN
mounted out
of sight under
dash or in
trunk

6

EDUCATION

TEEN TAPERS

QUESTIONS AND

ANSWERS

John J. Grady

8

Jerry Heisler

9

10

comportment

UNIVERSAL

INVERTERS

Especiolly designed to change 6 or 12 volt
D.C. to 110 volt A.C. 60 cycles.

CROSSTALK

12

TAPE CLUB NEWS

13

TAPES TO THE EDITOR

14

NEW

PRODUCT

NEW TAPES

REPORT,

Butoba

Transistorized Recorder

(Stereo Section)

24
26

for-.-

EXECUTIVES
POLICEMEN
REPORTERS
SALESMEN
FIREMEN
OUTDOOR MEN
PUBLIC OFFICIALS
MODELS 6U -RHG (6 volts) 125 to ISO watts. Shipping
weight 27 lbs. list price
$89.95

DEALER NET PRICE
$59.97
12U.RHG (12 volts) 150 to 175 watts. Shipping weight
27 lbs. List price
...$89.95
DEALER NET PRICE
$59.97
Write for literature on other Sizes end Models
of AIR INVERTERS, priced as low as $9.95 list.
-

SEE

YOUR JOBBER OR WRITE FACTORY

1/NEW MODELS V/NEW DESIGNS %/NEW LITERATURE
Auto Radio Vibrators
DC-AC Inverters
"R' Battery Eliminators
AMERICAN TELEVISION d RADIO Co.

2oa4ty Pteefaetr Siwcc

/93/

SAINT PAUL 1, MINNESOTA, U.

S.

A.

HI -Fl TAPE RECORDING is published monthly by Mooney -Rowan Publications, Inc.. Severna
Park, Md. ( Severna Park 548). Entered as second class matter January 7. 1954 at the Postoffice, Severna
Park, Md., under the Act of March 3. 1879. National Advertising Representative: J. V. Associates, 274
Madison Ave.. New York 16, N. Y. (ORegon 9- 0030). Subscriptions. U. S. and Possessions. Canada
and Mexico, $3.75 for one year, all others add 51.00 a year. Two years $7.00. Contents copyrighted
by Mooney -Rowan Publications. Inc.. 1958. Printed in U. S. A.
POSTMASTER -Send all address labels clipped from undeliverable copies with Form 3579 to
Hi -Fi Tape Recording, Severna Park, Md.
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MAGNECORD

Like the Imnortal Artists
Whose Voice and Music

It Iirings to Life...
The measure

of greatness

is

enduring quality -quality that

lives and mellows through the years.
From coast to coast the nome Magnecord is a symbol

for quality in tape- recording respected by artists of
renown and professionals in recording and broadcasting who use and depend on Magnecord every
day of their lives.
new, ultra- modern design, engineering and
production facilities Magnecord Quality Control
is better than ever in its history. Specifications
are positively and irrevocably guaranteed!
In its

Lcok for new and exciting products from

...

Magnecord
they're revolutionary and
they're coming soon!

Phyllis Curtin
NBC Operatic Star

Photo by
Eugene Cook

SOUND

O

`i

FUTUR

A few valuable franchises are still available.
your distributor or write MAGNECORD, Division of Midwestern Instruments, Inc.

As

-

P.O. Box 7186, Tuba, Oklahoma
5
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and amplifier combination has had only two
changes. It got a new front panel of stainless steel, and the panels were made 19
inches long instead of the original I7 inches,
which allows for standard relay rack mounting in the studio. PT 6 -6A ( top) dual speed
recorder in portable carrying case, has speeds
of 3?'á, 71 and 15 ips by capstan changer.
Full track erase and record /playback head;
half track heads optional; hysteresis synchronous drive motor. PT 6 -6J ( bottom )
record /playback amplifier. Has 50 ohm
microphone input, unbalanced bridging in-

NEW PRODUCTS
MAGNECORD

6-6

PT

put, 10 watt power amplifier, internal monitor speaker with volume control, and VU

head arrangements. Frequency response rating for both record and playback are con-

meter. For complete information and prices,
write to Magnecord, Inc., 1101 S. Kilbourn
Ave., Chicago, Illinois.

servatively claimed by the manufacturer to
be 20 to 10,000 cps, plus or minus 2 db
with useful response to 20,000 CPS. The tape
mechanism utilizes 3 heavy duty 4 -pole
motor. Wow and flutter are reported to be
less than I , of I%, Other features of the
tape transport unit include piano-key touch
controls, cathode ray record level indicators,
clear VU index counter and supersonic synchronized bias -oscillators and equalizer drcuits for distortion -free recordings. The cost
of the complete system, Model T -2075, is
$695.50. Write for details.

BELL STEREO SYSTEM
A complete stereo system, consisting of
two matched amplifier -speaker systems and
a tape transport unit for record and playback, has been announced by Bell Sound
System, 555 Marion Road, Columbus 7,
Ohio. A stereo selector switch is provided for
recording stereo in either the inline or offset

Magnecord's PT 6 -6 tape recorder series
now hack into full factory production.
The PT 6-6 is housed in two separate cases
for convenience and handling. This recorder
is

19.

ATLANTIC

SOUND

20.

22, Milltown, N. J.
STEREOPHONIC IN -LINE
Box

ONLY 7.s ips
I. Beethoven: Ss.,s
St,

Itrg )'lire

4.9:1.

Our Price 2.95
7. Jimmy
Rushine Sings the
Blues. A -V 701. 'Mine or
Stag. 7
ips.
1G -a Vet ì.0s. Our Price 5.95
8. Jimmy
Rushing Sings the
Blues.) A -V 791, 3101. ,beret

trk.

9.

71/2 ios.
Reg Net 7.9:

Our Price 4.50
Jimmy Rushing Sings the
Blues. A -V 701. Mon. final

trk.

No 4.93. Our Price 2.95
Dvorak: Sym «4, einn
1tel.

10.

AN I511:.
Stag. 7
ips.
Beg Net r:l 91. Our Price 5.95
11. Dvorak:
Sym
=4.
rYnn
Sym /Johnson.
.\ -V
1;0:,
Sinn. dual Irk. 7'. ion.
Reg No 7.95. Our Price 4,50
12. Dvorak:
=4.
Sym
Svrn /Johnson.
A -V
1:,07,
Sam Johnsen,

lnli.,

3t' In,.
Ilea Net 4.95. Our Price 2.95
Sibelius: Origin of Fire.
Song of My Heart. Finland ia. Pohjolas Daughter, fin.,
svin Johnson. Helsinki I'ni,
I'hnir, Sao,its. tar., \.0
I

11.

:,11x, 1111í11e

tek.

15.

ips.

Item Net 4.1.7,
16.

Iris.
17.

lien Net 9.91 Our Prive 5.95
Helsinki Univ Chorus. .\ V
1519. Mon. dual Irk.
Ma.

'ter Net
18.

7.95. Our Price

1.511

Helsinki Univ, Chorus, A
1519. Slnn, dual irk.
its

Reg Net 4.95, Our Price 2.95

]Inn, dual

45.12,

Protestant Hymns & Anthems. A -9' 451-2. Stol. dual

tor dual track playback.
& study manual.
10
Net 14.95.
Bea
'
Our Price 8.95
36. Music of Johann Strauss.
r.4.1

Austrian
\ -\- i:,,:;.

37. Music

l'lIT10005.

1.

--

;

':c

Strauss.

Kurt 9'o.s,

-

Moussorgsky: Gopak:
Smetana: Bartered Bride
Palka. Furiant. Dance of
Comedians. Ilambnrc Phil

Orrh .Iilmen- Walther,

-5-\'

i517. :1,t; ips.

.,

t.!!7. Our Price 2.50

Reg Net

Net 5115, Our Price 5.99

Schubert:

Quintet A

Mai.

'Trout ", w'u,lu, ,
ltarcllet (ilia I'' I
Diann.
l'h0.,otaps- Sonore l'SI
Op 114,

SPECIAL PURCHASE

I

Schumann: Piano Concerto
& Scenes from Childhood,
Novae,
piano:
:niutaar
Ikrli;Saarou
SIm
l's
sky. l'ho taps Sollere 1'M1I0,
M.
Rea Net 6.9.5. Our Price 5.99
26. Prokofiev:
Classical Sym:
Block: Ballet Concerto. Sonata Itinnea. 01:010: 11.u,1hure Phil J,Irgell Walther.
\ -V 1311. 7', ips.
Net 7.91. Our Price 4.50
27. Schumann: Carnaval: Liszt:
La
Campanella: Mozart:
Pastorale Varies: Clementi:
Sonata G Mai. Sonder Ili
piano. A -V I pill. 7 1

-

111 1

a:.

It,
irn.

Net

Our Price 4.50

:, ",.

28.

Schumann: Liszt: Mozart:
Clementi.
urIL:c, .95

29.

Site:

Our Price 2.Or

Reg Net

D'Or
Suite: Debussy: Afternoon
of a Faun,
ln St
Cop

Jean

s

No

A-V

]17914. l_
,

1,50

7.1r,. Our Price
Debussy.
30. Rlmsky- KOr

.V\'

15114,

sen:s

Our Price 2.95
Carnial of
Animals: Tisch: Pinoechio.
Merry Overture. Sondra Ili
& i :erba nit :Vrnoldi
Jut gicla: Ivaerburs l'1á1'.
IG

31.

41.

Net

It.,,

32.

7.

5.

42.

Saint- Saens: Carnival:
Toch: Pinocchio. .\ V 15I::,

e N. -' 7.95. Our Price 4.50
Schumann: Bizet.
A V 1516.
173

IL
.

Ii_

I.,St Our
I

Nei

Price 2.95

\'

Rhythms. A -V :t'; ips.
Reg N,1. 4.95. Our Price 2.95
52. Smith - Glamann
Quintet:
Vol. I. sumo h arc sa,.t
swing. A -V
Beg N,! 4.95. Our Price 2.95
Quintet:
53. Smith - Glamann
Vol. 11. SuNNNh arc. su.st
-lp. .\ C ;13, ils.
It,n Net 4 95. Our Price 2.95

I

Austrian

Moussorgsky: Pic
n ti
tures at an Exhibition Sail
(tiro, l'ia.,o l : Sarasate: Ro
manza Andaluza tivy cil
\'.pull). .5 \' 1111:1. 71,
..
Iteg Net 10.91.
Our Price 6.95
Moussera 43. Ippolitov -Ivan:
V
\
1112:1,
sky: Sarasate.
In. (Sm. .421
it -n Net x.93. Our Price 4.95
Violin Con44. Tchaikovsky:
l

;

I

certo: Liszt: Les Preludes:
Tchaikovsky: 1812. Slieheb.\urlai,. Violin: Austrian

Knit 9',ss and

Si w11I

Singer. .\
.N'

-r

55.

C 1011. 7,2
10.95.

ips.

It,c
Midsummer
Mendelssohn:
Nights Dream: Tchaiko

sky: Nutcracker Suite and
Beauty
Waltz.
Sleeping
Phil Jnrgep
11 a in h u r a

wnh
Beg

err..\ -\'
Net

11172.

71i. tus.

10.95.

Our Price 6.95

6
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Tage.
:gam

-

priera,

of

v

.

.n,

u,.d,alils.

FACTORY FRESH

GUARANTEED
Minimum Order
2 Tapes
TAPE

_eln.s

f 1"

it,

I,,:;'

,Want.

fat. lurvlir<.

Inrhubw: Dail.
il. flail:
Down Ity 01,1 Mill Stream:
For Ste & Sty (:al & Other,.

Orman.

7I

Price 4.50
58. "Let's All Sing ". A -V
.571
(saet nie
a
)'p:,
bReg N
1.95. sOur Price 1.95

I ATLANTIC SOUND,

I

I

Flutter

r

Wow and

.

.

or loner
71S unis
Bias and Erase Frequency:
115 K.C. Inputs: Mike, Ita.110 -TV. & Phono. Outputs:

Itce Ni-, 4 95. Our Price 1.95
Musical Varieties. Vol. II.
A.9ils. Is,1111r :19 331
Reg Net 7.95. Our Price 3.95
57. Lets
All Sing ". Fay.
Mebane,. }M.It Cole at the

I

Latran

elk, at 7,-k
Distortion
less than 2%. Maximum reel

56.

I

191

RECORDER

\Inuit 'r, ealhl,le follower to
Power atop.

Controls:

A.-

Selector Snitch: 111 Tape
Pies bark. 121 Slieruphone.
131 lladin -TV. IA
Phono.
B.- Slo.,itor Vnl nine. C.Hoarding Volume.
E. Berard
vow Ilalane
Satov
Interlock. Record
Level Indicator Electronic
Eye and lark for V -t'
511-ter. Power Supply -Sh11
1

Il.-

,

Bea Net

-

slatd, ideal for Ils Fi
trou, freq. rest,. 30

Musical Varieties. Vol. 11.
l'op concert rte. playing
ras

"HI

60. CRESTWOOD

ips.
Net s 4.10. Our Price 1.95

in,p and
or tour

11115.

Net 5.95. Our Price 4.95

Vol. I.
fuel, playing

Varieties.

on.9rt
amts
.class. :glapit

:

V

It,,

Geo.

Our Price 6.95
Violin Con45. Tchaikovsky:
certo: Liszt: Les Preludes:
.\ -V
1812.
Tchaikovsky:
46.

Musical

.5

Ozark

ippolitovIvanov: Caucasian
I

Our Price 2.95

Schumann: Scenes from
Bizet:
CeilChildhood:
drao's Games. Soo... I:1
a' ua

Siegmeister:

-

Sketches

151 3.

Our Price 4.50

:

il.

\

ilea Net 4.95. Our Price 2.95

11,-c

Net

Reg Net 4.9

33.

AN

Suites:
Set.

1

Jnrg,n -\ \',ell err,

51.

Ilia. will.

\-9' :I}, its.
Iba Net S.95. Our Price 4.95
Trio: Mambo
Joe
Loco

Pou

Iteg Net 7.95. Our Price 4.50
Youth
Wand of
Elgar:

Singer at

(:10,,

39.

.

RegG

World): Mozart: Synl «35
(Haffner): Au.tr. S(. S

Pop

Bach: Suite «3 in D:
Haydn: Piano Concerto i
C: Haydn: Emperor's Hymn:
Suite for Strings.
Hamburg Phil Orrh'.lurgrnWahl ur, .5 -5' 11129.
Ilea Net S. 97,. Our Price 4,95
of Youth
Wand
40. Elgar:
Suites: Siegmeister: Ozark
Set. Ilau,bnra Phil (0.11 Jurg,n Walther, A -V 1514.

- stn

Weber: Beethoven: Respighi.
.\ V 11.2ä Ise, .491
Reg Net 4.9:.. Our Price 4.95
New
50. Dvorak:
Sym
=5

54.

SALE

Reg Ne 6.95. Our Price 5.99

25.

:

7

IU,95.
Our Price 6.95

und- Itmonlinn
»190 A -3611- 10017.
ft. On NAItTIt )luit.
Factory fresh guaranteed.
1.ist Price 10. Our Price 5.95
NOTE: In FI Recording & Ile
i,roulnring }ìluipmept ITSpe
Decks. Amps. Spkrs. Phonos.
Partridges. ete.l at .sayings.
Ile91.9e write for ter1,. 11110 ;0I

59. SCOTCH.

49.

«6: Dvorak Slav Dances I.

3. 10:

l'honotaves PBS it
24.

1

Iteg Nul

Phil

er

Rome:

Pines of
Mantle-, :\ -5' 11129.

Hungarian Dance

38. Brahma:

7,_

f'I,",-

n

ghi:

-

Reg No 9.95. Our Price 5.99
23. Tape Recorder Music. ram,
INUad and Itecobb.1 h, Lu

and

Johann

A \'
Rug Net 1.95. Our Price 2.95

11

t- 11111g

of

Austrian Sty

47. Mendelssohn: Tchaikovsky.
(Fee
A -5' 1032, a'í iln.
r {s;,
Iton NO 11.95. Our Price 4.95
Overture:
48. Weber: Oberon
Beethoven: Sym «2: Respi-

Kurt Moss.

Beg Net 7.95, Our Price 4.50

I

l'Isnnotala.<

7.,

St Syn.

ill.

3aí

MONAURAL DUAL TRACK
^0
pin n.a to I knurl
22. Dante: Inferno, Urn Trans
Read Iq- poet John l'Isard,.

Our Price 2.95

Helsinki Univ Chorus. .5.V
1519. Dili,- or Stab. 7's

AN

Beg Net 4.95. Our Price 2.95

its.

It ,,: No 7.95. Our Price 4.50
Sibelius: Origin of Fire.
etc., A- V I:,ux, Moll. dual

tu k, .a;

them,,

tlk,

.

or Stilt,
II,,, No 1..95. Our Price 5.95
Sibelius: Origin of Fire.
etc., A V 17119. Mon. dual
I

Stag. 7 i Ilse.
Reg. Net 9,93. Our Price 5.95
Protestant Hymns & An
Reg Net 7.95. Our Price 4.50

21.

Sion, dual trk.

13.

Trinity

-

Spanish Course
poken by
Conceived and
Rupert Amaya. Elementary
0111,0 tor .students. sehwd
and traveler, Olen 1200e

35. Spoken

Ch. Radio
Choir. A -V 4502. Inline or

Vienna

Or,h'Prohaaka.

Opera

Vanguard VIII -1.
'tea Nia t; Ì Our Price 5.79
2. Sarah Vaughan Sings
win. Mercury 5042 -17,
'tug Net x.93. Our Price 7.49
3. Offenbach:
Gajte Parisienne.
Minn Synl /Dorat i.
Mercury 5I($ .. I+,. Reg N,1.
11.95.
Our Price 9.79
STEREOPHONIC (INLINE
AND STAGGERED) AND
MONAURAL
4. Vic Dickenson Septet. A -V
707. Reline or Stag. 71/2 in..
Reg Net 9.95. Our Price 5.95
5. Vic Dickenson Septet. A- V
707. Mun. dual trk. 71/2 in.
'ter Nut 7.95. Our Price 4.50
6. Vic Dickenson Septet, A V
7, 3111. dual Irk, 3', ips.

k An-

Hymns

Protestant

thems.

1inNUding

s.attained
upply for low

ils,U.

1)t

tithe
low nuise

lervel

inuring

hm0er.s

Accessories Included
inch
-I
power cable,
empty rl9I. Voltage:
7

1111

volts,

only I.

List

60

rvcles.

Drain:

Ibis

AC

120

229.59.

1211

(A1'
watts.

Our Price 89.95

Milltown ?N. J.

Enclosed find S
NO C.O.D.'s.
Mail me the following postpaid in U.S.A. Add 10
for Foreign.
1
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17
18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31
32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45
46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59
60

NAME

I

STREET

t

CITY

-

.

STATE

o

THE
QUALITY
RECORDING
TAPE

THE
NEW
PERMANENT
PLASTIC
CONTAINER
IN

Here is an extraordinary new product
designed to protect, preserve and facilitate
storage of your Sonoramic Wide Latitude
Recording Tape. It's the exclusive NEW
Sonoramic permanent plastic container,
complete with free pressure- sensitive
labels for quick, easy indexing.
Sonoramic's superb quality recording tape
(available in Standard Play, 11/2 mil
acetate, 1200 feet; Long Play, 1 mil
Mylar*, 1800 feet; J mil Mylar, 2400
feet and Tensilized Double Play
Mylar, 2400 feet) PLUS the new
container makes this your best buy
in magnetic recording tape. Ask for it
at your dealer's today.
*A

DuPont trade mark

FREE:

l. Tape-Time Ruler and
colorful brochure on Sonoratnie.
ff rik, Dept. R-I06. The Perrorlvnamics
Corporation. Lodi. 'Vim. Jersev.
t SP.Pt

SONORAMIC
CYy

/
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TAPE IN EDUCATION

RECORD ANYWHERE
BY JOHN J. GRADY, JR.

definitely function as educational institutions. Both juveniles and
adults seek knowledge from the books
available at libraries in the great cities and
In addition, many
the smallest villages.
schools maintain limited libraries chiefly for
reference purposes. Larger colleges and
prominent universities provide extensive library facilities. But in every library installation, small or big, silent printed words have
helped to broaden the knowledge of ambitious people down through numerous generations. Some authorities maintain that
90% of all knowledge is derived from reading printed words. Up until recent years,
that's a fine acceptable belief. Let's accept
it, rather than the humorous statement of
other authorities, who insist that libraries in
our United States are the storage vaults for
the four great vocabularies of each individual user of the English language: 1. Unused
unknown words. 2. Unused casually known
words.
3. Used mispronounced or incorthe
rect words. 4. Used known words
working vocabulary of each one of us, be it
limited or extensive.
In recent years, our old friends, the inventive educators, probably recognizing the inspirational inadequacy of the silent words
of a stirring oration, began experimenting
with magnetic tape. The desire for the
sound of a voice in actual utterance, instead
of mute words in a book, became an intriguing aspiration. The results of these
audio experiments have accumulated to such
an extensive satisfactory degree that it's certain, ultimately, there will be an interesting new function for up- to-date libraries in
the near future -the listening room and the
tape library.
Solid precedents assure librarians and library officials of the advantages and the popularity of audio libraries.
For numerous colleges and universities already have well -established tape libraries.
And ambitious administrators of secondary
schools are subscribing to pre -recorded tape
Elementary schools and even
services.
kindergartens, through the efficacy of teachers with tape recorders, are proving that
young pupils can be taught to read better
and to develop a vocabulary of correctly pronounced words. And the ability to read
well is the foundation of learning.
Tape in Education is happy to be able to
supply a definite illustration of the value of
a Tape Library, operating under the close observance of a nationally known educator,
Dr. C. C. Trillingham, Superintendent of
Los Angeles County Schools, in California.
Los Angeles County is one of the largest
and most populous counties in the nation.
For 31/2 years a rapidly expanding tape library has been in operation. Phillip Essman, Consultant in Audio-Visual Education,
is in direct charge of the development of the
tape library. There are over 1100 carefully
prepared tapes available through the library.
And Mr. Essman voices confidence that taped
IBRARIES
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CHOICE OF CAPACITIES
'l'rav- Electric Converters are available
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instructive material is destined to hold a
very important place in the teaching routine
of every grade in any school system. He is
irk the market for good educational scripts,
which are given careful reading and competent editing.
Because of the tremendous usage of tape
recording equipment in the Los Angeles
area, especially in radio, television and
motion pictures, the Los Angeles County
schools have access to the finest audio technicians. So the experience and equipment
of these technicians is utilized. The material for educational tapes originates within
the schools, but the production of the tapes
is an outside function, usually at the audio
laboratory of the University of California,
on the Westwood campus. The narrators
are experienced. Sound accompaniment is
professional in quality. Magnetic Tape Duplicators, of Hollywood, on equipment too
costly for school purposes, supply all orders
of any title in the school library. They
supply tape, box and mailing service at a
price that can be termed attractive. The
L. A. County School Department has been
helpful to many schools interested in the
development of a tape library, and it is evident that there is recognition of the fact
that the future expansion of usage of pre corded tapes is a certainty.
In support of this expansion of magnetic
tape usage, the inevitable just up and happened recently. An alert member of the
press, in Southern California, dug up material about school textbooks that created a
considerable stir. One of the results of his
disturbing articles was an editorial having a
wide circulation. The editor took a slam at
the process of textbook selection and rated
the procedure as being unnecessarily cumbersome, unwieldy and slow. In fact, the
editor charged it is urgent that the method
of preparing textbooks must be updated,
streamlined and adjusted to the demands of
the Space Age itself. The particular wordy
needle used by the staff writer consisted of a
potent barbed paragraph about schools being
supplied with OUTDATED TEXTS. He
drew attention to the fact that in September, 1959, science textbooks will be delivered, which were written prior to 1956, and
reminded readers that school laws require
the use of these outdated texts for basic instruction for at least four years. The reporter wondered if students in those coming
years can be kept awake with old stuff -so
old there's no discussion of actual facts about
Sputniks, Explorers and the later space
progeny destined to visit the moon. Instructors, experienced with the more elastic
Audio-Visual mediums of education, will
take care of the situation. Tape in Education ventures the prediction that contemporary taped texts will supplant the outdated
published materials and win additional honors for instruction via modern AUDIO.

Most recorders are permanently lubricated.
If your machine does require oiling follow
the instructions carefully and when I drop
of oil is called for use just 1 drop. Oil
will only cause your recorder to slip. Be
careful with it.
APPEARANCE: Just as a good garage
dusts off a repaired car, clean up your recorder. A leather covered recorder will respond nicely to leather wax and a little
paint will cover the scratches. Wax also
protects the recorder. Finally, shine it up.

TEEN TAPERS

BY JERRY HEISLER,

National President

relocated at the
University of Minnesota and apparently
someone is following us since we received several letters from up here this past
month.
An indication that even college students
have a strong interest in recording was
made evident in the letter we received from
Bob Sigel and Barry Graceman, both
students at the University of Minnesota.
Bob and Barry reported that they recently
made use of their recorder at a fraternity
party. Operating on a jungle theme, the
party was designed to take place in a jungle
atmosphere. Securing a tape with jungle
noises, Bob and Barry set up a loudspeaker
in front of the entrance to the house and all
of the approaching guests were surrounded
with the sounds of howling animals.
Either the volume was too high or someone thought that some animals had escaped
from the zoo because not long into the
party, the boys report, the police came to
see what all the noise was about. Bob and
Barry also report that they use the recorder
for party stunts now and then. So if you're
college bound, don't leave the recorder at
home.
With spring approaching we are ren ¡tided of having the car in for a spring
ti ne-up and now is also a good time for a
spring tune up of the tape recorder. If you
n ad any of the books I mentioned recently
you should know just what has to be done.
Allow me to give some practical hints
now in case some of you don't know what
to do. Before starting, I might add that if
you have a school tape club a good project
would be to tune up all of the schools
equipment. Now here is the method to use
in tuning up a recorder.
1) HEADS: Remove the cover from the
head and carefully swab the faces with
alcohol, carbon ter, or one of the standard
cleaning agents. Be sure you do not have
the swab too wet and touch the head lightly
so as not to get it out of line. Inspect the
head for any apparent wear. If your tapes
hive been sounding bad you might have to
replace it. THERE IS NO SUCH THING
AS A PERMANENT HEAD. If you use
yr.ur recorder often replace your head every
other year or more often.
2) ROLLERS: Clean off excess oxide on all
of the rubber rollers which drive the tape.
II any of these rollers are worn or have
bumps on them, replace them.
3) CONTROLS: Check the controls for
noise. If you hear noise in the speaker when
you turn the volume or tone control obtain
a little switch lubricant and clean the
switches and controls.
4) CORDS: One of the most frequent
sources of recorder failure, especially among
teens who give recorders a lot of action, are
bad cords. Check all patch cords, microphone
TEEN- TAPERS is now

cords, and A. C. cords for frays or broken
connections. Solder them carefully to avoid

hum and trouble.
CASTERS: Check the rubber shoes or
metal rollers on the bottom of your recorder
and replace them. These serve two important purposes. They keep your mother
off your back for ruining the furniture, and
they allow air to get into the fan and cool
off the motor and tubes.
HANDLE: Be sure your recorder has a
good handle. We have had the sad experience of having a handle break while
carrying a recorder. This can cause you to
break your recorder and certainly a big
bump will knock the heads out of alignment.
DEOXIDE YOUR RECORDER: All of
you are no doubt familiar with the fact that
most tape sheds oxide and after a while you
have a rust colored dust on your machine.
Remove the covers from the head mechanism
and brush away all of this dust. It gets inside of the machine and can cause trouble.
OIL: These instructions are the easiest.
DON'T DO IT. Many teens are apt to want
to explore the innards of a recorder with
an oil can and make it run nice and smooth
111

111

CAUTION: You will notice that all of
these instructions involved the outside of the
machine. DO NOT OPEN UP THE INNARDS OF THE RECORDER UNLESS
YOU KNOW WHAT YOU'RE DOING.
I have been the victim of the sad condition
of having a recorder in front of me half
taken apart and I didn't know how to put
it together again. Be careful. You should
be all tuned up now.
For those of you who like to make a little
money with your hobby you might try to
get some machines to tune up. A tune up as
suggested should take about half an hour
and you should be able to get upwards of
$2.00 for it. If you have some friends with
recorders or if your club needs some money
for new equipment, try a tune up clinic.
It is even conceivable to set up a production
line and service a number of machines at
once. And if you can get hold of a tube
tester, you stand to make even more money
replacing tubes that are worn out. Whatever you do, be sure you know what you're
doing so that you "tune and not ruin" a
recorder.
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the easy way to buy a
tape recorder microphone
TAPE RECORDER
MICROPHONE REPLACEMENTS

Q..a ay,.....a.h, TURNER
/1/ art radrP

look for this
Turner display
at your dealer's

When it's time to replace your present
tape recorder microphone, or buy an extra, look for this display. It's the newest,
easiest way to buy a microphone. These
high quality, Turner microphones fit any
make tape recorder. They come in a
complete package. With the mike you

THE

COMPANY
909 17th St. NE
Cedar Ropids, Iowa

get :in adapter (if you need etie) and
cable. When you buy from the Turner
display you also choose the color and
style of microphone you like best.
And the name Turner is your assurance
of the very highest quality tape recorder
microphones at economical prices.

IN CANADA
Canadian Marconi Co.,
Toronto, Ontario & Branches
EXPORT
Ad Auriemo, Inc., 89 Broad St., New York 4, N.

Y
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ALLIED has

the

BEST BUY

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS

IN THIS GREAT TAPE RECORDER
only

$9495

Questions for this department may be sent on tape or by means of

a postcard or letter.
"Questions and Answers," Kj-Fi TAPE RECORDING,
Severna Park, Maryland. The most interesting and widely applicable questions will be
used in this department and all inquiries will receive a tape or letter reply.

Please

Push -Button
Operation
Transistorized
Preamplifier

ALLIED'S own PORTABLE
KNIGHT AUTOMATIC TAPE RECORDER
.Judged "[test Huy- :inning recording experts. Features Push-Button keyboard for
instant recording with remarkably faithful
reproduction. Has 2 -speed dual -track re-

ALLIED CATALOG
Buying guide to everything in

electronics, including all

equipment for the tape recordist: complete recorders,
basic mechanisms, amplifiers,
mixers, mikes, heads, phone
pickups, tape, splicers, and
accessories. Write for you

can invest a considerable sum in

the 1958

Depf. 83 -D8
Chicago 80, Ill.

MAKE YOUR TAPE RECORDER
PAY FOR ITSELF IN 4 WEEKS!
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DIXIELAND SOUND, 1100 Arrowwood Road,
Asheboro, North Carolina
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ELEMENTS of MAGNETIC TAPE RECORDING
by N. M. Haynes- Published by Pt enti ce Hall. Inc

illWair<=1

brings you up- to.dote on tope record.
bog. Complete history, theory. design. 392 Pages.
265 Illustrations. 5,." is 9". Only 5795 at better
book sires or get your autographed copy directly
from author. Remit with order please. Book moiled
some doy Order from.
The book that

AMPLIFIER CORP. of AMERICA 398 Broadway, New Yorle 13, N.Y.
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FUN -FILLE D

TAPES

SAMPLER ONLY 995

(DUAL TRACK -STATE SPEED)
LOWEST PRICES! FREE

[HOUSE of STONE
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HI -FI COMPONENTS
UNUSUAL VALUES
Send for Free Catalog
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LUNENBURG 2, MASS.1

Toper- Accgsaris

to,

complete library. I am definitely interested in obtaining a good tape recorder
and stereo head. My question concerns the
feasibility of recording my present hi -fi
L. P. operas and other classics on stereo
tape at home. Would one be able to record
a monaural recording played through 2
speakers with a mike placed in the appropriate position before each speaker and
record from each mike on stereo tape.
From my understanding this would not be
true stereo hut would it give more "presence" and 3 -D effect to the recording than
just playing the monaural L. P. with the
amplifier over 2 speakers?
Would it be possible to by -pass the
speakers and feed the electrical impulses
from the pick -up via audio amplifier directly to the magnetic tape so that there
could be two magnetic impressions on the
stereo tape and then playback through 2
amps. and 2 speakers. I know this is not
true stereo but if it could be done, would
the result be better than just a monaural
tape recording? Also, will it be possible to
record stereo tape off AM-FM broadcast over
the new type FM tuner which is built to
receive the stereo broadcast all over the FM
tuner? Some of these questions may sound
unreasonable but I am not an electronic
expert and only interested in good music.
I ask them in all innocence. An answer.
either via your magazine or by letter will
be greatly appreciated and could help direct my future set-up of hi -fi equipment.
D.IY .C., San Angelo, Texas
up

RADIO
ALLIED
Western Ave.,

100 N.

queries

to high hdelity states that nothing in the for seeable future can make any of one's present
hi -fi set -up obsolete. I can see where this
applies to equipment since one need only
add another amplifier and speaker to his
present equipment along with a stereo
source to have stereophonic hi -fi. But what
of the present L. P. recordings? Since the
number of stereo tapes is limited, one must
either wait until there are more at something closer to L. P. prices in the future as
you buy L. P. now. I am mainly interested
in opera (complete) and hate to think
that in a few years these could be of no
value in a stereo set-up. Since these now
cost from between $10 -S20 per opera, one

404 -PAGE 1958

FREE copy of
ALLIED Catalog

your

-Recent literature pertaining

cording mechanism and efficient erase system. Records up to 2 hours on standard tape
(3 hours on long play). For instant playback.
just push a button; also push -button control of forward, reverse and atop functions.
Records from mike, radio or phono. Built -in
quality amplifier and speaker. Simple to
operate. Compact -only 23 tbs. With micro phone. 610-ft. reel of tape and take -up reel.
91 R2 751. Only
$94.95

t

address

MERITAPE
Lon Co.,,
High 0uolllr
Recording
Tego._(n
bones or

roa-

remember about
True stereo is
picked up with two microphones and the
channels are, and must be kept separate
from start to finish. There would be little
point in recording monaural records in
stereo other than the obvious advantage of
being able to play the music from tape instead of the discs to save wear and tear. In
AA-The key point to

.stereo is the word "two."

10
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fact.
ru u ith a completely monaural rig
it 15 an excellent idea to record the records
on tape and then play the tapes. In this
way it is possible, using the long playing
tapes, to provide uninterrupted music without the breaks associated with changing
records.
There is a forum of fake stereo inhere
through the tue of audio filters the high
notes are played through one speaker and
the lows bypassed to another. This gives
an effect that is different but it is not true
stereo. You could, if you wished. record in
stereo from such a setup and hare something unlike a monaural recording.
The present count on stereo tapes is 970
as listed in our Complete Catalog of Stereo
Music obtainable through this magazine for
$2.00 a year.
You could record directly from the
amplifier to the tape and. in fact, this is
much to be preferred to setting up a mike
before the speaker or speakers. Using the
latter method, all the room noise is picked
up and also the range of the recording is
shortened to that produced lr. the speakers.
If stereo material is being broadcast and
you have a stereo tuner then you should be
able to record the music in stereo by using
a stereo recorder. However, just because a
tuner is capable of picking up the two
channels. usually one on AM radio and one
on FM. the result will not be stereo unless
a stereo tape is being played at the studio
or a live stereo pickup is being made by
the station using two microphones. one for
the FM side and one for the AM.
There is no question but that stereo is
the ultimate answer for home music reproduction and its tue is growing by rapid
strides.
In addition to the points you mention.
tchen and if the stereo discs become available you will be able to record them on
tape in stereo and play back the tapes instead of the discs to sane wear and tear on
t

i

their sensitive grooves.

tiPerhaps you can explain my dilemma!
My tape recorder will soon enable me
to work all states. Yes, it receives short wave
signals. Sunday it received a message from
a station in zone 7. On several occasions
my musical enjoyment has been interrupted
by a transmitted signal. However, it occurs
in either setting, play or erase. It is usually
from my tuner. The recording level must
be set full to record the signal on tape.
My recorder doesn't have a built-in radio.
Is this a rare or common occurrence? What
causes my tape recorder to act this way.
I'm an uninformed, but inquisitive tape and
radio hobbiest. In closing may I congratu-

:ate you for such a tine magazine. One
criticism, its pages should be five fold. It
a source of tape recording information
be studied, not just read! -H.B., Pater , ,n, N. J.

A-Something in your recorder

is acting
as an AM detector and reducing the radio

"-equency signals to the audible range.
This sometimes comes about through
..ape detection in the preamplifier which
an sometimes be remedied by wiring a
10.000 ohm resistor in series with the grid
,,t the preamplifier input tube and the rest
of the input circuitry. Look also for any
Lose or bad solder joints which sometimes
can act as a detector in much the same fashion as the old "cat whisker" of crystal radio
da, s. The difficulty will most likely he in
the preamp.

11-1

was talking to the clerk at the record

shop yesterday and he informs me that
the companies putting out pre - recorded
srereophonic tapes are leaning towards only
producing stacked head tapes. I have a V -M
model 711 tape recorder that I just purchased about a month ago and this machine
plays staggered head tapes. Naturally, what
the clerk told me gave me quite a start.
Does this mean that won't be able to play
these stacked head tapes or is there some
other remedy. Perhaps my concern is not
warranted hut a letter from you folks will
C. B.,
set my mind at ease. Thank you.
.1r. Paul, Minn.

since this

it

is such an excellent way to learn
II". S.. Miami. Fla.

If'e would suggest that you contact
Educational Laboratories, 1048 Potomac
Street. N. ü'., Washington 7, D. C. and
Electronic Teaching Laboratories, 1818 M
Street. N.W'., Washington 6, D. C. Both of
these firms hate the dual channel recorders
hut whether or not they have language tapes
to go with them for individuals, we do not
know. The Tapespondence School, Middlebury, Vt. has a taped course in French with
textbooks. Regarding phones. contact General Phones Corp., 5711 Howe Street, Pitt,burgh 32, Pa.

FilMagic

(PYLON

AUTOMATIC
SILICONE LUBRICATION
CLEAN AND
LUBRICATE YOUR TAPES AND FILMS
WHILE THEY PLAYI
Guaranteed Better, Cleaner, Cooler Re.
production on any equipment. Complete
PYLON KIT (specify ruction -cup or per
ntanent Range type mounting) with re.
loader bottle and six FilMagic Clotb
SI
$2.95 from your dealer or
THE DISTRIBUTOR'S GROUP, Inc.
204 - 14th St., N.W. ATLANTA 13, GA.

CONVERT YOUR TAPE RECORDER INTO
A CONTINUOUS MESSAGE REPEATER
FITS INSTANTLY

ON STANDARD
TAPE
RECORDERS

1

C.

A-The

clerk was correct, however stag ,gered tabes are still available from:
.Audio Fidelity, A -V Tape Libraries. Bel

canto, Concertapes, Concert -Hall, Content; orary, Esoteric. Experiences Anonymes,
High Fidelity, Livingston, Manhattan
t 'megatape. Phonotapes, Recorded Tape of
Month. Replica, Sonotape, Stere -Oraft, Stereotape. Urania, Vanguard and
odiac. All the others put out stacked or
i -line tapes ooh. At shown in our last
(...rue. you can convert your recorder to play
both stacked and staggered tapes with the
conversion kit put out by the V -M company.

AUDIOo VENDOR

te

CC
MODEL
Loaded with 180 ft. Cousino
Friction -Fret Tape

t

$12.50 Postpaid

Satisfaction Guaranteed
The AUDIO VENDOR will convert your
tape recorder into a continuously repeating mechanism. Successfully used
to teach, sell, announce, dictate and
for sleep learning. Plays from 5 to 10
minutes. Double time with a MOBIUS
LOOP. No rewinding necessary. Repeats message or music continuously
hour after hour. Send for literature on
our longer playing models and accessories. Advise make and model of your
recorder.

Stercnt machines intended to play stereo-

ti phonic music seem

to be similar enough
machines manufactured
especially for language teaching that I am
wondering just how they could he used for
that purpose and where one could buy the
type of earphones needed. I refer to those
language machines where a permanent
recording of the teacher's voice is on one
track, listened to by one ear, while the
upper track is used to repeat what he has
I-eard. On playback, one then hears both
to teachers voice and the students own eft >Its at repeating what the teacher said. If
roc good enough, the student tries again.
Where can one buy such language teach ig tapes? Those who can record on both
t acks can of course make their own by
phonograph teaching records but
s Tying
nce most stereo machines record on one
neck only, their owners cannot do this. It
seems to me some one is missing a good
o vortunity here to provide such tapes for
o vners of stereo machines who bought them
t. enjoy music but might now be easily
p. rsuaded to take some foreign language
to

those

snecial

c.,..

t

FRICTION FREE TAPE
300 foot reel
600 foot reel
1200 foot reel

i

-

No. 109

6.66

13.32

26.64

If not available at your dealer, order from

CO U

SI NO

INC.

2109 ASHLAND AVE., TOLEDO 2, OHIO

CANADIAN DISTRIBUTOR: Dominion Sound Equip. Ltd., 4040 St. Catherine St., W., Montreal 6, Quebec
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CROSSTALK
from the Editors

FUTURE of stereo disc not being enhanced by premature public demonstrations using
improper equipment. Discs have received big play in some publications but are
not ready for consumer. Production of discs not difficult. Playback another
story. Too heavy pressure on tone arm, even with stereo phono cartridge
grinding off high frequencies after few playings. Ordinary needle murders
grooves because of lack of vertical compliance.
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

TOUR DE FORCE by some manufacturers has put Westrex method in saddle. Meanwhile,
in addition to London method, a third stereo disc method has been announced
Westrex to get nod from Recording Associations. According to Irving Rossman,
Magnetic Recording Industry Association prexy, advent of stereo disc will be
good thing for tape.
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

TAPE RECORDING field far from static. Victor Machin, Shure Brothers, V.P. announced
that Shure had developed four channel tape head using regular tape. Head will
be compatible and will enable user to play and record four tracks on tape,
play present stereo tapes or dual track stereo, if developed. Use of four tracks
will require very close tolerances in tape mechanisms, offer maximum economy.
Mr. Machin forecasts that in three or four years tape recorders will be
equipped with four channel heads as standard equipment.
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

GROWTH OF STEREO in last year is reflected in new edition of Complete Catalogue
of Stereo Music put out by Mooney -Rowan Publications. New edition just
off press lists 970 tapes from 47 companies and runs more than 100 pages
thick. Complete listings for every tape are finding favor with tape dealers
and buyers alike as is evidenced by orders for catalogue.
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Average person has identified
AUDIOPHILE has an idea of what words "Hi -Fi" mean.
What
kind of a "Hi -Fi" should
price.
of
record
player
any
with
a
the word
player" is on the
"record
Perhaps
the
term
question.
I buy is a common
has been exposed to it
which
".
Public
-FI
by
"HI
replaced
to
be
way out
-fi"
different.
and
superior
to
"hi
recognizes stereo
.

.

.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

BIGGEST salesman for tape recorders is owner of tape recorder. By introducing
and demonstrating recorders to friends he is responsible for selling
many recorders. Survey taken by this magazine reveals 43% of people buying recorder did so after seeing it demonstrated in home of friend. "Asking the man who owns one" is popular too -38% of the folks who bought
recorders bought the same brand their friends owned. Which leads us to
wonder why more dealers do not put an attractive gold sticker on the
recorders that they sell, something unobtrusive, that would recall to the owner
the shop where he bought the machine.
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

tt
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*

*

TAPE CLUB NEWS
Headquarters of Tape - Respondents, International has moved to St. Louis, Missouri,
Secretary Jim Greene announces. T -R-I headquarters was in Little Rock, Arkansas, from
November, 1955, until January, 1958, at
which time Jim moved to St. Louis to accept
a position with a prominent commercial
photography firm in that city. Prior to
November, 1955, T -R -I was managed in
San Francisco by the late Fred Goetz, who
founded the club in 1950. T -R -I's new mailing address will be found in the list of tape
clubs on this page.

,a()
(elk,
tricziolvt,

tape recording club known as the
Catholic Tape Recorders has been organized.
The primary purpose of this group is to
assist pastors, sisters, teachers, writers, educators, artists, musicians and lay apostles in
their work or study of spreading the faith
acquiring interesting tape recorded material
for classroom work, sermons, choirs, etc.
The club is on an international communication basis. The Catholic Tape Recorders is
not, however, a strictly religious club and
it welcomes members of other faiths who
desire to correspond simply for friendship,
entertainment or whatever purpose they may
have in mind. Anyone interested in joining
can do so by writing to the following
address: Catholic Tape Recorders, Jerome
W. Ciarrocchi, Secretary, 26 South Mount
Vernon Avenue, Uniontown, Pennsylvania.
A new

A new recording club, dubbed The Tapeworm Club, of Los Angeles, is growing, but
is still seeking additional members. At
present, they have about twenty. The Tapeworms meet once a month at various member's houses. Dues are a dollar a year, plus
additional needed assessments. Officers have
been elected and the club is beginning to
establish more of a format. Anyone interested
in joining may receive more information
by contacting the club secretary, Frances
Blair, 41141/2 Halldale St., Los Angeles 62,
Calif. Good luck Tapeworms.

JOIN A CLUB
TAPE RESPONDENTS

INTERNATIONAL
Secretary

P

Jim G
O. Boa 416, Dept

T,

St. Louis 3.

frequency

tape

Sound

high fidelity
high output

'

r
"IOW

800111

/rill
/requency

tape

high f'del,t,
high outpuì

... on reload- easy" reels
for fast tape-threading!

Mo.

Charles Owen. Secretary
Noel, Virginia
WORLD TAPE PALS, Inc.

Mariorie Matthews, Secretary

O. Bo. 9211. Dallas IS, Texas

AUSTRALIAN TAPE RECORDISTS
ASSOC.
Jack A. Ferry, Federal President
Sprilpbank Rd., Clapham, S. Australia
UNITED RECORDING CLUB
Richard L. Marshall, President
2516 S. Austin Boulevard
Chicago S0, III.
THE

,. rror<l
irlj

full

,

THE VOICESPONDENCE CLUB

P.

for high-fidelity
magnetic recording!

NATIONAL TAPESPINNERS
Carl Loh, Secretary
Be. 148, Paoli, Pa.

'HE BRITISH AMATEUR TAPE

RECORDING SOCIETY
Ted Yates, SeaNary
210 Stamford Road
'flacon, Chester, U. K.
AMERICAN TAPE EXCHANGE
Stuart Crouner, Secretary
181 E Main St.
Gouverneur, N. Y.

Here's good news for users of magnetic tape for high -fidelity
sound recording! RCA now makes available a wide selection
of Sound Tape on popular -size 5" and 7" reels, on splice -free
Mylar* or acetate bases. You'll be delighted with the "Load Easy" reels which simplify recording, make tape-threading as
simple as A B C. RCA Sound Tapes give you clear, crisp recordings, faithful to the original sound -the best playbacks
possible from your recorder. Use these accessories too: Tape
Storage Chest, Splicer, Empty "Load- Easy" Reels!
Now available wherever superior- quality tape is sold!

RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
Electron Tube Division

Harrison, N. J.
Cht Pont

Rep. TM
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MAGNETIC TAPE ERASER
A must

4 Sulk

for
Stec

erasure

recording

of both
stereo

tracks
Erases recorded signals and noise from magnetic tape without
rewinding. Spindle mounting of reel permits rapid coverage
without missed spots. Noise level reduced below level of
standard erase heads. Restores tape to like new condition or
better. Reel size range 5 ", 7 ", 101/2". May also be used for
demagnetizing record -playback -erase heads.

Model HD -11

Price

TAPES TO THE EDITOR
When sending tapes to the editor please use the 3" reel and indicate the speed at which it was
recorded and whether it is dual or single track. We will listen to your tape, make notes from it for use
in this column and then reply on your tape. Please keep tapes reasonably brief.

If you do not own
Hi -Fi

a

TAPE RECORDING,

recorder,

a

letter will be acceptable. Address tapes or letters to: The Editor,

Severna Park, Md.

s2750
To the Editor:

Price

A precision transformer developed to enable the audiophile

to
modify, enlarge, redesign, or rearrange his speaker systems.
Permits use of additional speakers of different impedance
ratings with present amplifier, or crossover networks, without impedance mismatch. Delivers
equal, or 3 db. adjustable power, to all speakers.
Power 50 watts, 100 watts peak. Frequency
response 15 to 30,000 cycles. Matching range:
any combination of I to 3 speakers of 16, 8, 4 tr

Available fron

$2175

eeeeeeeeee

and Audio DlarlbNers

(fIICßOTßflO

Valley Stream,

The

L.

zine are "over my head"
still enjoy it.
Please don't neglect printing articles for
people who don't have so much technical
knowledge. -Doris C. Archibald, St. Paul.

more realistic before long, they'll probably
be the only two that I'll own. Maybe the
new stereo records will speed things up a
bit. -Edwin H. Hess, Richmond Hill, New

Minn.

York.

Thanks for your comment and ue certainly trill print articles for those who don't
have a fund of technical knowledge. You'll
find, however, that ton will pick up all
the terms l'ert rapidly and be able to hold
your ou'n with the best of then,.

If taure interested in getting the utmost
for your musical dollar we could suggest
that ton build a collection of the stereo

$795

Model HP -61

Price

tapes I'd like to have. But so far I've only
bought two, and if the prices don't become

1

of hum. More constant signal level than base
mounted units. Suction-cup mounting on any
telephone receiver. Supplied with 68"
shielded cable, terminated with standard
phone plug for recorder or amplifer.

Model HM -80

maga-

While most of the contents of your

For transcribing telephone conversations with
recorder or making messages audible on amplifier.
May also be used as probe for locating sources

COMPANY
Inn.

I., N. Y.

professional's
choice

To the Editor:
In the September issue of the American
Tape Exchange Newsletter you will find
we have found" from a reliable source
that carbon tet is murder to recording
heads. It leaves a "film." In the October
issue of "The Voicespondent" you will find
. The
cleaner solution
Long Life
Recorder Head Cleaner) cannot be applied
to plastic
.
will be ruined if cleaned
with this solution." It sounds to me that
using either of these cleaners will cause
more harm than the good might do. Do
you have any comments on the use of these
cleaners.- George A. Barton. 3rd, San Fran
tilt°, Calif.
(

.

.

-

Long -Life is an excellent cleaner prodded
is not permitted to contact the plastic
escutcheons nigh which some tape recorders
are equipped. It leaves a faint pink stain
but does no other hare, that we know of.
Carbon tet will injure some heads and ue
suggest that the manufacturers directions
be followed regarding head cleaning as the
head construction varies between brands of
recorders. Isopropyl alcohol has also been
recommended as a head cleaner. Care must
also be exercised with some cleaners that
they do not contact the rubber capstan
pressure roller. Again. consult the manufacturer's direction.-.

it

errvrap
world's finest Hl -F1
tape recorder
The fact that professionals and musicians

have selected the FERROGRAPH as the
perfect answer to "studio quality" recording
tells more about its performance than any
words. If you demand the same high fidelity
that pleases the critical ears of these perfectionists, choose the FERROGRAPH for
your own
it has been proven the finest!
Dual -speed, dual track FERROGRAPH recorders are also available in custom models
(Series 66). Frequency Response ±2 db between 40 and 15,000 cps *; all models employ
3 motors with a synchronous hysteresis for
eupst: ut drive. Won' & flutter less than 0.2%.
Model 3A /N
33/4
71 ips
$379.50
Model 3AN /H
71/4
15 ips*
$425.00

...

-

.tf

h

-

f

d do

tic

ERCONA CORPORATION
,

Illes11o11k

llivnioo)

551 Fifth Ave, Dept. 49, New York 17, N. Y.
In Canada: Acrd Electric Co. Ltd.
44 Danforth Road, Toronto 13

To the Editor:
But, why, in replying to a "Tape to the
16 of the November issue,
do you give out with such misleading information? In answering Mr. Landau's complaint (and mine) about the high cost of
tapes you state that the price is coming down

Editor" on page

and illustrate it by mentioning stereo tapes
can now be had for S6.95. Since these tapes
give only about 15 minutes play, and the
usual $11.95 tapes last around 30 minutes,
"cheaper"
1 would conclude that these new
tapes actually cost the buyer one dollar extra for each 15 minutes. For some time
now, I've been collecting a list of stereo
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samplers put out ht most companies. For
instance, Ontegatape lists a 25 minute reel
for 55.95, Tape of the Month has one for
$4.95. Sonotape has two items at $6.95
each. Vanguard has a 30 minute Beethoven
Symphony demonstration tape for 56.95.
Bel Canto has a I5 minute reel for $3.95.
Capitol has a reel for $9.95. Concert Hall a
reel for $4.00. Livingston is offering a 300
foot reel of stereo for S0 cents-less than
the cost of raw tape-with a coupon clipped
from the new issue of the Catalog of Stereo
Music. etc. Regular reel prices trill come
down as volume of sales increase, meanwhile you'll find the samplers mighty good
stereo even if many of them are excerpts
they are the hest.

-

To the Editor:
Your excellent report on the development
of magnetic recording I am sure was appreciated by many friends of magnetic recording. Many details of the progress described
were new to me especially of the later years,
but one period
am able to report, as I
was quite interested in the medium. I was
at the Berliner Funkausstellung in August
1934 that the Allgemeine Elektriztats
Gesellschaft publicly presented the Magnetophon and not 1935. The reproduction
achieved was quite astonishing (at least for
those days) and at approximately the same
time the German Broadcast employed the
Magnetophon for their program recordings.
Thought you might care to know. -George
G'. Rapper, Montreal. P. Q., Canada.
1

Thank ton for adding the correct date on
the Magnetophon to add to the history of
tape recording. Such information is of importante and the more of it that is secured,
the easier and more complete will he the
history of magnetic recording when it is
finally and completely written.

STEREOPHONIC TAPES
All

SAVE TIME & MONEY
Brands over 800 Titles.

1200 ft. Plastic Recording Tape $1.59
Write for complete catalog g prices

We mail

everywhere.

Hi- Fidelity Electronic Sound Corp.

368 Montgomery Ave., Merion Station, Penna.

¡

TAPE RECORDING

.

TAPE RECORDING

11
APS-93, $6.95

BCS -96, $8.95

i.,
Mrr9 8.Ie1.M

NI-

Julie Andrews

p,.e.ar, THE
MILLARD
THOMAS

CORDING

\

a

u.ae ennooee.

TAPE RECORDING

-®

The La.s
with the
Delieate Aar

LENA
NORNE
RICARDO

GROUP.

aamaica
AN

ORIGINAL CAST

LBUM

OF

BROADWY

IRE
MIT

o,.raT

CPS -84. $10.95

11

BPS-85. $8.95

GPS-108, $18.95

BRILLIANT NEW

REELS OF REALISM

Help yourself to the world's finest
recorded sound! You'll find it in the
11 new stereo tapes just added to
RCA Victor's catalogue. Already
the largest library of pre- recorded
tapes, the RCA Victor selection now
includes: the refreshing sweetness
the original
of Julie Andrews
cast performance of the Broadway

...

smash hit, "Jamaica"... the originar
sound track recording of "Raintree
plus eight other new
County"

...

musical treats, from classical,
through choir, to calypso!

STEREO TAPES

i

FROM RCA VICTOR
TAPE RECORDING

aa..e.w,lro.nw,cTAPE RECORDING

LET'S

All of RCA Victor's stereo tapes are
in New Orthophonie High Fidelity
sound; all are attractively boxed,
album style, complete with liner
notes; and all are on standard 7 -inch
reels, each clearly labeled for instant
identification. Convenience plus!

And with RCA Victor, you can take
your choice of 65 Stereo tapes, and
more than 100 Monaural tapes.

DANCE
WITH
THREE

SUNS

Help yourself to the best sound, the
APS-101. $6.95

CCS-91. $10.95
on op na

ortroeortNepnenic TAPE RECORDING

APS.105, $6.95

TAPE RECORDING

TA..

l

RALPH fIANAGNI M

world's greatest artists, the widest
selection. Help yourself to RCA
Victor for the best in stereo tapes!

e RCAMCTOR e
manufacturer's nationally advertised prices shown -optional

APS103. $6.95

CPS -108. $10.95

FI'EE!

A

brand-new. complete

RCA

Victor tape catalogue. Ask your dealer for

BPS -83, $8.95

a

copy, or write: Dept. ST, RCA Victor, 155
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Woodcock on Tape
by Doug/am E. wade
in they spring a uoodeoek's Insley lightly turns to
thoughts of-well. anyway. it makes for interesting ree. . . .
e

ording."

i
i

Pbot,n !n GurJm, /1. 13r,n,-rt

Where's the birdie? Telephoto lens brings the woodcock into close view on a peenting, or courtship,
ground, although he is quite difficult to see. since he blends so well with the surroundings. The courtship consists of a "song snd dance" routine designed to attract the female lurking nearby watching
the proceedings.

IN the spring of the

year many wild creatures renew their
population. Often a "dance" or courtship performance is
a vivid part.
No exception is the American Woodcock, a member of
the Snipe Family and a noted game bird. The male woodcock go through a neat song and dance. One of the courtship sounds made by males has imitatively been called a
peent. It sounds like a " bronx- cheer." The "dance" ground
is called a peenting ground.
From early January in the southern states to as late as
early June in the northeastern, northcentral states and
bordering Canada, male woodcock can be heard and seen
performing on peenting grounds. Presumably there is a
female lurking nearby, trying to decide if she likes the guy.
During the early season and migration northward, the brown
chunky little "timberdoodle" may perform before empty
galleries. Unless some one is on hand with a tape recorder.
It started on January 12, 1957, when Harry Hampton,
South Carolina outdoorsman and columnist heard and reported on three woodcock. After several trips to Harry's plantation on the edge of Columbia, I resolved to tape entire perI6

formance and study the results. Between January 17 and
March 5, nine usable tapes out of eleven attempts were made.
Here it should be pointed out that many fine studies have
been made on woodcock without the aid of tape recorders.
Even with the assistance of co-observers these studies done
in the traditional manner of listing in a field notebook what
you hear and see are not the simplest exercises-especially
when you are working in the dark. You can miscount or
fail to manipulate or read a stopwatch correctly. You have
no check on your accuracy and you don't trust your recall.

Some Natural History
The woodcock's performance is bizarre and more corn plex than I shall describe in a few generalized statements.
A few minutes after sunset or an hour before sunrise, the
male flies in quietly to a peenting ground. After a few
visits to a peenting ground, it is surprising how accurately
you can predict arrival.
Almost immediately on arrival the male starts on a first
series of peents, which is likely to run longer than any given

subsequently that evening or morning. From the nine taped
performances I tallied 2,114 peents involving a delivery
time of 6,888 seconds. The average is 3.2 second per a peent,
although this interval of time was not always followed.
Peents given in any one series ranged from one to 223.
Then the male takes off on a spiral up- flight (guesstimatd at 200 to 350 feet) and returns on a zig -zag down -flight.
Audially the up and down flights are distinguishable. The
1p-flight is characterized by a series of twittering sounds,
probably coming from the wings. Coming down the bird
esters a series of sharp throaty chirps and some twittering.
Toward the end of a flight the male levels off quietly for
a landing. On the tapes you can pick up the rustle of the
wings as the "brakes" are applied and the sound of the bird
hitting the ground. After about three seconds of silence
mother series of peents is started.
This pattern of peenting and flying is repeated until the
The author is shown adjusting the microphone to pick up both ground
and aerial sounds of the woodcock. The "peenting" and chirping
continue as the bird swoops up and down in a flight pattern. Woodcocks usually "dance" at dusk and dawn, but sometimes continue

throughout

1

r

a

moonlight night.

male leaves or stops his song and dance. Total performance
times on these birds ranged from 15 to 34 minutes.
Flights, clocked by a stop watch in the field and rechecked from the tapes, ran fairly consistently and averaged:
up- flight, 47 seconds; down -flight, 13 plus seconds; scaling
in to land, 7 seconds; or, a total of 67.
A soft, low-register "tookoo" note immediately precedes
the peents. Occasionally the tookoo is given without the
peent. Some observers, working with me, did not immediately distinguish the tookoo notes, but after monitoring
with earphones learned to hear them unaided.
Other sounds made by male woodcock are described in
the literature. One, a "cackling," seems to be reserved for
those times when another male attempts to horn in on the
peenting ground. This cackling was briefly recorded when
a male coming in on a landing made a flying pass at the
microphone.
Analysis of one very fascinating and rare occurence was
made possible by study of the tape. A male had started up
on an aerial flight but intercepted a Great Horned Owl
which chanced to be winging straight over the peenting
ground. My wife and I whispered quite loudly and excitedly
while watching this. Actually, we could have talked out
loud. The woodcock turned and flew below the owl for 15
seconds, making several upward thrusts at the owl. He
then left the owl and completed a true -to- pattern up- flight.
On tape were our w'iispers. We were able to time from
the tape the entire flight and deduct the 15 seconds used
in quietly following the owl. From the perceived angles
of interception and departure, we were also able to figure
roughly the speed of the woodcock and the owl, which
was about 23 m.p.h.

Equipment Used
The equipment had to be portable; not all peenting
grounds would be accessible by car, although the two
studied at Columbia were.
An Ampex 600 (71/2 ips., single track, 61 watts input)
was available and portable. Power was supplied by a six -volt
storage battery and through a Model 6R10 Cornell -Dublier

With the tape recorder faithfully capturing the sounds, the observer
free to watch and write down visual observations. Data simultaneously obtained are valuable in certain natural history studios.
Repeat playbacks of the tapes enable one to check on the accuracy
of counts and time.

is
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In The Interest Of Science

Thick brush camouflage the mike, which is shown inside the box in
photo. On this site the woodcock ranged within ten feet of the mike
during its peenting. The omni -directional mike proved adequate in
picking up all sounds while bird was on the ground or in the air.

converter. (Vibrator noise was satisfactorily muffled in the
closed trunk of the car.) At one ground we hid the car
behind some pines 100 feet away. The car was out in the
open at the edge of the other ground.
Three different high -impedance microphones were used.
An omni -directional Electro -Voice 647 seemed efficient and
was least sensitive to wind blast. Since the two grounds
were not larger than 40 by 40 feet, it was possible even
with short cables, to locate the mike near the center of
each and aim toward the spots most frequented by the
woodcock while peenting. To catch aerial flight songs, the
mike was also given a 60 degree upward tilt. Once set the
mike was not touched during the performance.
The VU meter on the Ampex and a Telex, Model 3775,
headphones served effectively in monitoring. Mike recording levels were set 6 to 8 for peenting, and 8 -10 for aerial
songs. In spite of unwanted background noises ( trains,
squealing switch engines, planes of all sorts, cars and trucks
on a highway about a mile away, dogs, roosters that you
wanted to toss in the pot, children shouting, and an infernal
power -saw and trees crashing), it was possible to get tapes
that proved satisfactory for study purposes. Scotch tape.
Extra Play, No. 190A- 18 -11OG, was used.
Power failure because of a depleted battery hit twice.
(Once, when I did not expect it and had a beautiful setup
with the woodcock peenting three feet in front of the mike.
in perfect view, no wind and with a minimum of unwanted background noise.) Batteries in parallels and up
to full charge before each field session are obvious cures for
power failure.
The power failures did reveal the importance of maintaining a constant 60 cycle, A. C. drive rate. To check tape
drive speeds, I devised a crude system of whistles timed by
a stop watch at pre -established intervals. Playback timing
on a 60 -cycle alternating (household) current showed insignificant gains in tape -drive speeds. Since I am a tyro
in electronics, I have asked the aid of some local engineers
in this problem of maintaining a constant tape speed. We
are also planning to test several types of parabolic speakers
in place of microphone.

These nine tape studies have furnished usable and interesting information on the American Woodcock. The
data are probably more accurate than those obtained from
past studies using traditional methods. Repeat playbacks
enable one to check on accuracy of counts and time.
When using a tape recorder in the field, the observer is
freed to extend the scope of simultaneous observations.
With tape getting the basic audio data, one can record in
a notebook such visual data as flight patterns, light intensities at various times, action on and over peenting ground,
influence of vegetation, wind, and placement of observers
and cars. A variety of types of data quickly accumulated is
most helpful in making certain studies -especially those of
"ecological import," where you are studying inter -relations
and looking for practicable applications.
Woodcock throughout their southern wintering range
and northern nesting grounds have been captured alive and
marked by metal leg bands of the U. S. Fish and Wildlife
Service. Additional markings can be made by use of colored
plastic leg bands or dyes or paint sprayed on the bird. You
can give an individual bird a name (band serial number )
for future recognition when re- trapped alive or shot, provided the band number is reported to Washington, D. C.
Past live -trapping methods used are ingenious, but we're
working on an audio-visual trap, involving use of tape recordings of peenting males, mirrors and powered throw nets. Such a "Rube Goldberg" device is a challenge. We
hope to have something to test next season.
Tapes can be exchanged with other students and teachers
of natural history or wildlife management; at least 60
colleges or universities offer courses in wildlife management and others give training in conservation education.
Tapes can be used to check accuracy of records obtained
in the traditional manner, train observers and aid and test
their re -call abilities.

In The Interest Of Education
By using portions of the tapes made on the woodcock,
have developed some programs given before school and
adult groups.
Elementary students, 4th through 6th grades, have been
most receptive. The tapes, a stuffed woodcock, field -study
paraphernalia, photographs, films, maps, and graphic summaries of data make an appealing lay out.
Initial group participation is gained by playing back a
minute or two of a tape surreptitiously made of classroom
noises and introduction of the speaker. By this "mean
trick" I demonstrate vividly and precisely how one sets up
in the field to record the sounds of a woodcock on a
peenting ground. Short portions of the field recordings are
played. You can easily switch back and forth from tape
to blackboard or other visual aids to chart out flight patterns, explain song patterns, migratory routes, trapping
methods and summarize data. All of this informality encourages an unusual amount of student participation.
Parts of the woodcock tapes were made to be used in
a 26- week's series of quarter -hour tapes on South Carolina
Wildlife, to be broadcast over the University of South
Carolina FM station and picked up by schools in and near
Columbia.
Now, did I hear some one say, "A bird on tape is worth
twenty in the bush!"
I
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Versatility -Plus
by Jack Bayha
.

.

.

new

E -V

667 mike with

transistor preamplifier mate.

microphone aimed at answering every recording
need with widely variable frequency response, has been
introduced by Electro- Voice, Inc., Buchanan, Mich-

ANEW

igan. This is the 667, a cardioid dynamic mike, with a
transistor preamplifier.
The E -V 667 is the result, we suspect, of repeated listening on the part of the E -V Sales Department, to requests for
a higher level output, a lower level output, more highs, more
lows, less lows, and other assorted recording studio requests.
Based on the widely used and popular 666, the 667 represents their answer to the need for a widely flexible high
fidelity recording microphone of the finest quality. It has
variable frequency response and a noise level of -123dbm
referred to input.
We heard about the E -V 667 well before it was public
knowledge, and wondered just how it was possible to do all
the things we had heard it would do. Of course, the answer
was obvious, use a transistor amplifier, have it equipped
with variable output levels, and tone controls. As far as we
can ascertain the E -V 667 is merely a 666, with a transistor
amplifier, BUT, what this little chrome plated box can do is
fabulous.
We had an E -V 667 in our possession for a month, and
ran it through our usual tests. This was not easy however.
Where in the past we could rate a microphone for its high
frequency response, and its low end, we found we could

to
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make these most anything we wanted merely by turning a
couple of switches. Where in the past we could measure a
microphone's output, with the 667, we could turn a switch
and get levels which would overload any microphone input
we wanted to. Needless to say, we took it out in the field,
and find ourselves a strong advocate of this type of versatility. We could get anything response -wise we wanted.
from flat to the exaggerated high end common to a certain
capacitor mike, now in high favor. From its very plush
carrying case to its rich gold plated screening we found it
to be a very terrific microphone, and certainly a wonderful
device for the recordist who can afford its price tag, although it does cost less than any other unit we can think of
with its performance, and truly amazing versatility. The
price is $600 list, user net less than 5375.
It has one performance limitation not common to other
mikes, in that it cannot be operated at temperatures in excess of 90 degrees without impairing its wide dynamic
range, although the microphone will not be damaged. But
shucks, that's too hot to record in any way! We have shown
curves of the microphone, on the chart which are from our
own sources, but closely match the manufacturers claim.
In conclusion, we feel this is the answer to all those recordists who want versatility, quality performance, and can
afford what looks like the best yet, for complete versatility.
For detailed mike specifications, write to Electro -Voice

R

/
1

Frequency response of the EV -667 measured as shown in the four
possible bass range settings, and the five treble positions. Note
-he extreme versatility of response.

Top view of the transistor preamplifier. There are 40 possible range
selections in the new model.

1
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EXTERNAL

USE
THESE

EXTERNAL

JACKS
by Bart Pierson

...
SPKR.

you can extend the

capabilities of your recorder
through the

use

of auxiliary equipment.

THERE are two jacks on the average tape recorder which
are seldom used-and that's a pity. One is the external
speaker jack, the other is the external amplifier jack.
These are to be found in various places, depending upon
the make of recorder. Most of them are mounted on the
side or back of the machines.
Because most recorders are of the portable type the manufacturer cannot put into the case a large speaker which
would do full justice to the capabilities of the recorder
amplifier. There is no space for baffling or for acoustic treatment that would provide the best possible response.
The recorder manufacturer does the best he can within
the space and price limitations but the machine itself is, in
most cases, capable of far greater achievement in sound reproduction.
In almost every instance, the addition of an external
speaker can work wonders. This is because the average tape
recorder has in it good heads and good amplifiers. The only
shortcoming is in the speaker system for the reasons given
above.
In adding an external speaker there are three factors to
consider: the impedance of the speaker, the amount of room
you have available and the state of your pocketbook.
Speakers range from a few dollars for an ordinary single
cone PM ( Permanent Magnet) speaker to more than a
thousand dollars for a big cabinet job with a superb fumi-

AMP.

ture finish and a multiplicity of speakers inside.
In regards to the space, that will be determined by your
own home surroundings. There are a number of "low boy"
speakers which are large enough to provide adequate space
to put the recorder on top of the cabinet and bring it to
convenient working height.
Some of these units are already put together and wired
at the factory, are available in a number of furniture finishes and they will vary in cost, depending upon the number and type of speakers used in the cabinets.
Other units may be bought in pre -cut kit form and assembled and finished at home. If you like woodworking and
finishing such a kit can give you a few pleasant evenings
of do -it-yourself fun. A number of firms put out such kits
and they are sold by dealers or direct from the manufacturer
by mail.

The third fact, impedance is almost automatically taken
care of. The impedance of the output of your recorder is
usually somewhere between 4 and 16 ohms. The only important point to remember is that the impedance figure for the
speaker should match that of the recorder. If it does not
there will be some distortion of the tone and the results will
not be as good as they might. Any differences can easily be
taken care of through the use of a transformer, one side of
which has the same impedance as the speaker and the remaining side the same as the output jack on the recorder.

External amplifiers such as these are suitable for use with a tape
recorder. Left: Fisher 30 watt, right: Sherwood with controls. There
is a wide variety of amplifiers available which will work satisfactorily
with tape recorders to give power to their output to fill large
rooms or halls.
20
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Speakers that can be used with tape recorders come in all shapes.
sizes and prices. Shown above is a Stephens Tru -Sonic unit and to
the right one of the many Electro -Voice speakers. Below is shown
a kit speaker put out by Heathkit which can be put together at home
from pre -cut parts. Even the smallest of units will be larger than
the space provided in your recorder cabinet and can greatly enhance
the sound put out by your machine. Speaker cabinets of the low -boy
type can be used as stands on which to place the recorder and have
t at a convenient height. Some recorder manufacturers make match ng speakers for their units which are very attractive and also match

electronically.

These figures are generally furnished on the speaker or
in its accompanying direction sheet, in your recorder in-

struction book or on the schematic diagram for the recorder.
Because the current you will be conveying from your recorder to the speaker will be relatively large it will not be
affected by hum, and ordinary wire, such as is used for elec-rical extension cords, may be used to make the connection.
Some speaker cabinets employ one large speaker, others
may have more than one. The latter have a large speaker
:0 carry the low notes and smaller speakers for the midrange and high notes. These are interconnected by a "cross .wer network" a device which separates the high and low
frequencies and feeds them to the appropriate speakers. A
small speaker does best on the high notes, a large one, able
:0 move a large quantity of air, produces the best results on

system, the external amplifier will enable you to get enough
volume to fill the hall.
When making connections between recorder and amplifier care should be taken to avoid hum. The use of shielded
cable is advised, as mentioned above, and there should
be a good ground connection between the two chassis
through the shield. It is also helpful to plug the two units
into the same power source and, if necessary reverse the
plugs until minimum hum is secured.
If your recorder doesn't have an external amplifier jack
you can still feed an amplifier by making the connection
to the external speaker jack. In this case the phono/radio
input should be used on the amplifier.

the low notes.
The other jack on the recorder is the external amplifier
jack. This, in contrast to the speaker jack is usually a high
impedance output with a weak current. At the most it may
come from the recorder pre -amplifier, sometimes from the
head itself. Because the currents are weak, shielded wire
must be used for making connections to an external amplifier to avoid loss and hum.
Sometimes this jack is not affected by the tone controls
In the recorder and any tone control must be accomplished
on the external amplifier.
As mentioned earlier, the amplifiers in tape recorders are
isually very good-much better than the speaker in the reorder. So why consider an external amplifier at all?
An external amplifier is most useful if you want to cover
large area with sound. Using your recorder as the sound
source, with a external amplifier and appropriate speakers
there is actually no limit to the volume of the sound you
(an produce -you could fill Soldier's Field if need be.
Also, should you be called upon to produce music for a
ance of fair size, or to use the recorder as part of a PA
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YOU, Too,

Can Be A

Ventriloquist
by Andrew Johnson

.... go ahead-be the life of the
next party you give or attend.
Ybotm by Larry Paulo,,

When using a doll for a dummy, its best to memorize the script. While performing.
the recorder is hidden nearby, and proper timing is most important.

How often have you watched Charlie McCarthy and his
pals perform on your television screen and wished that
you possessed the talents of an Edgar Bergen?
Your tape recorder can make that wish come true!
Without any training you, too, can be a "ventriloquist."
And you do not need to invest in a costly "dummy."
You can even eat, drink or smoke while your dummy
wisecracks, or you can sing a duet with your "other voice."
We'd like to see Charlie try that with Bergen!
Almost everyone has at least two voices -his (or her)
natural, objective voice, and an affected falsetto tone. By
projecting this falsetto voice through your tape recorder
and using your natural voice when you "make like a ventriloquist," you can put on an act that will both amuse and
amaze your friends.

The "gimmick" is simple. Before you begin to record
write out exactly what both voices will say. Give your dummy a name (I call mine "Tweeter. ") and make him (or her)
a distinctive character.
After you have prepared your script, take your recorder

where you can be alone to tape your act.
Turn on the machine, with the selector switch to "record,"
and, first, speak with your falsetto, or "dummy," voice INTO
THE MICROPHONE. Next, whisper YOUR line quietly
TO YOURSELF. (This whisper, which does not record, will
leave time on the tape for you to speak the same line aloud
when you do your act.)
Continue the procedure until the dummy says the "punch,"
or funny, line. At this point leave from two to five seconds'
time (depending upon the reaction you think you'll get)
on the tape for a "laugh." Have the dummy take up the dialogue again, using the same routine, and continue on to the
end of the script.
Always give your dummy the punch lines, and keep your
"straight" lines as short as possible. If one of your lines is
too long the chance of misjudging the allotted tape time
is increased and you might be interrupted by the recorded
voice of your dummy.
Here is a partial sample script. (You can do better, of
course.)
:
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TWEETER (your "dummy" voice on tape): Hey, Andy,
saw some flying saucers today.
YOU (in your natural voice, but whisper when taping)
Now, Tweeter, you know there are no such things as flying
s::ucers.
TWEETER ( on tape) There aren't? Did you ever try
pinching a waitress with an armful of dishes?
(Count two to five seconds of silence at this point when
n cording, for the laugh you hope you'll get, then resume.
When playing the tape back, you will hear the dummy
s::y his line, then you will speak your line aloud in your
r..rrural voice, exactly as written on the script, utilizing the
space you left blank when you recorded. You may find it
necessary to erase and record a second, or even a third, time
before you are thoroughly satisfied with your timing.
If you are gifted with more than two "voices," you may
a rite in as many "dummy" parts as you like. Or you may
prefer to have a friend tape the dummy's voice for you.
You may use the tape recorder itself for your "dummy,"
pretending there's a little man inside it. If you sit behind
the recorder you can hide your script in back of it.
You may prefer to use a doll for your dummy, however,
and in that case it's best to memorize your script, keeping
the recorder near but unobtrusive. Most any toy doll will
do for a dummy. Or try making one our of an old sock
stuffed with rags. Dummies with movable mouths can be
bought for four dollars and up, but you'll be pretty good if
you can anticipate the exact moment to move the mouth.
I have been using an old Pinocchio doll with a busted nose.
Remember, the "prop" is secondary, as the mystifying "gimmick" of the act lies in the pre -recorded tape.
The machine may cut in at times while your audience
is still laughing at the previous joke. At other times, when
a gag "lays an egg." you may be called upon to "ad lib," or

make idle talk, to fill up the time you left on the tape for
the laugh you didn't get. But as a rule, if you timed the recording carefully, it works out surprisingly well. Of course
if the situation gets out of hand you can always stop the machine temporarily.
If you know ahead of time who will be listening, you can
use the persons in the audience as the butt of the dummy's
jokes, inserting their names into the script.
A tape recorder with a remote control ( if you're fortunate enough to own one) will not require any timing when
recording. Simply put all the dummy's lines consecutively on
the tape and then use the remote switch to feed the lines
as you need them.
A real novelty, but requiring a more complicated procedure, is to make a tape of your friends' voices. Then,
when you have accumulated enough material, borrow
another tape recorder and re- record bits of your friends'
voices as "dummies." They'll be flabbergasted when they
hear themselves, and you'll either be a hit, or get hit-depending on what you made them "say."
For more realism try stuffing a miniature speaker inside your dummy's chest. The wires running from the recorder output to this extension speaker should be small
and inconspicuous.
Tape recorder "ventriloquism" is sure -fire entertainment
for the "little monsters." I made one recording for my
grandchildren where "Tweeter" recites familiar nursery
rhymes but keeps "forgetting" his lines. The children,
needing no prompting from me and glad of a chance to
"get into the act," sympathetically help the poor little
fellow over the "rough" spots. "Tweeter" has become a real
friend to them.
You, too, can be the life of the party when you "make
like a ventriloquist" with your tape recorder.

Author with script. Speak your falsetto voice into the mike, but
wh per your natural voice softly to prevent it from recording. The
wh spored line will leave on the tape for you to speak the same line
wk le performing.

Eating, drinking or smoking while your "dummy" wisecracks presents
no problem at all with a tape recorder. For this part of the tape,
however, you might disguise your voice to sound more like you are
talking with your mouth muffled.

I

:

:
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NEW PRODUCT REPORT

STA(F)'tTED
Product: Butoba Transistorized
Portable TS -6.

Distributor: Audio Master
17 E. 15th St., New York, N. Y.

Price: $345.00

BUTOBA

TRANSISTORIZED

PORTABLE

completely self contained, sprint,' motor
driven, dual speed 33/4 and 17A ips.
THE Butoba Transistorized Recorder is, with the exception of one
tube, a completely transistorized
unit. Its power for the electronics is obtained from dry cells, a rechargeable
wet cell or from any car battery of 6
volts. The tape drive is accomplished
by means of a spring motor.
As transistors require no warm -up
time the recorder is ready to record or
play instantly.

The spring motor is hand wound
and will power the recorder at the I %a
inch per second speed for 40 minutes or
at the 3'/ speed for 22 minutes. This
permits a long span of recording without rewinding the spring. The unit
takes five inch reels of tape. A dial,
which is reset when the motor is wound
indicates the elapsed time and when
it reaches the three minute mark the
numerals are in red as a reminder to
rewind before the motor runs down.
The dry cells should be of the leakproof type and are estimated to have
a life of 50 hours of recording or playback. In addition a rechargeable cadmium storage battery is available as an
accessory and a battery charger is also
24

obtainable which can be built -in the
recorder.
Recording is dual track and the unit
has an erase head which means that it
is not necessary to use virgin tape on
it.

Controls are pushbutton operated
and the response is instantaneous. One
of the most unusual features is the rewind. This is operated by pushing in a
lever, shown in the photos, with a
pumping motion. A surprising rewind
speed can be reached with this simple
device, in some cases higher than on a
powered recorder.
The volume and tone controls are
located in a well on the side of the case
and can be operated with the case
closed. The microphone is gold plated
and also available is a telephone recording attachment.
Our tests indicated that it would
reach the manufacturer's specifications
of 50 to 9,000 cycles plus or minus 3
db however, the wow and flutter was
greater than a standard recorder due to
the spring wound motor. Even at that,
it was not objectionable and would
make no difference at all on speech.

The recorder is not a hi -fi musical
instrument and no claims are made in
that direction. It is adequate for speech
and for music on a boat, plane or other
traveling vehicle, or at the beach.
This is the first recorder which we
have tested which would make a real
"vacation recorder" as it is small, being only 12 x 15 x 5 inches in size, it
is attractively finished and the total
weight including the batteries is only
about 20 pounds.
The volume from the loudspeaker is
adequate for an ordinary size room. The
speaker is built -in and sounds recorded
can be played back immediately
through it.
The recording level is indicated by
a "magic line" type of tube which is
quite bright and easily seen in daylight.
Recordings made with the unit on location were good.
We believe this recorder should have
good application in radio broadcasting
for on -the -spot reporting of news
events and features. While the controls
cannot be operated without the cover
being removed, they could be pre -set
and the unit modified so it could be

The recorder with the case closed looks like

piece of luggage. The speaker grille
protected by the metal bars across it.
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The rewind and speed change levers are on the back of the case. The lever latches in as
;mown when not in use. Right: the volume and tone controls are operated by the two knobs
n the well on the side of the case. Other connections are for connecting to radio etc. Unit
-nay also be powered by connecting to a 6 volt battery in car or other vehicle.

controlled from the outside for secret
interviews or recordings. In appearance
it looks much like a small, good- looking
suitcase.
On the unit which we had for testing the crank handle had rather sharp
edges and we believe that if the factory
would round these off before plating,
the danger of an accidental scratch
would be avoided.
The signal -to -noise ratio of the recorder was very good on test and the
erase frequency is effective and does a
good job.
When not in use the batteries should
be disconnected by pushing down the
playback key only and the spring motor should be allowed to run down.

GIBSON GIRL® TAPE SPLICERS

"Hobbyist"

I

H -4

2. Semi -Pro^

S

SP-4

TS4A-JR
TS4A-STD

Junior
4. Standard
Deluxe
1.

1.75

3.50
6.50

8.50

TS4A-DLX 11.50
(net) 55.00
Industrial (5 sizes to I")
ROBINS' TAPE AND PHONO ACCESSORIES
ST -500
.39
7. Splicing Tape
1.00
HC -2
8. Head Cleaner
1.00
9. Jockey Cloth for Tapes
JCT -2
.80
TC -7
u. Tape Storage Cans
.98
TT -I
I. Tape Threader
2.00
CC-I.2
Z. Changer Covers (2 west
2.50
CC -3.4
3. Turntable Covers (2 sizes)
1.00
4. "Clean Sound" for Records CS -4
1.00
1C -I
5. Jockey Cloth for Records
1.50
NR -I
6. KleeNccdle
1.50
7. Phono -Cushion, 10"x I2"
PC -10.12
5.00
%E -90
s. Atomic Jewel
2 75
A S1.9
9. Acoustic Insulation
6.

Rewind is accomplished by pushing in the
plunger shown. Rewind speed is surprisingly
fast. Lever is locked in case by pushing in
and rotating it when finished.

AI I)calrr. Lvn,,,hoir
ROBINS 1ND1jSTRIBS CORP.

In addition to playback through its
built -in oval speaker, the recorder may
be played through a radio by using the
connecting cord.

When using the rewind, the stop
and playback keys should be depressed
and the rewind lever unlocked from
its carrying position by rotating it until it pops out. Short sharp pushes on
the lever will build up good speed.
When finished rewinding the lever is
pushed into the case and locked into
position.

HIGH FIDELITY
RADIO

Controls are push button operated. Above
the control buttons can be seen the "magic
line" recording level indicator which is
bright enough for daylight use. Knob shown
resets timing dial when motor is rewound.

NE
NEW

TV

ELECTRONICS

NARK'S

CATALOG 1958

Offers you a fast, efficient, dependable
way of selecting the finest components
in the

field at the lowest prices.

EIEWARK
IECtRIC COMrAHY

Left: a view in the back of the case showing the spring wound motor which will run the recorder for 22 minutes at the 33/4 ips speed or 40 minutes at the 17/8 ips speed. Right: the
oval speaker is covered by cloth to protect it. Dry cell batteries are mounted in clips at top
right of photo. A rechargeable wet cell may also be used instead of the dry cells if desired.
Battery life is estimated at 50 hours by manufacturer.

Write Dept.
223 W. Madison St.
4736 W. Century Blvd.

F -4

Chicago 6, Illinois

Inglewood, Calif.
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STEREO SECTION

NEW TAPES

By

CLASSICAL
ORCHESTRAL

LIVINGSTONETTE 2002 C
Stereo
15 mins.
$6.95

Gynt Suite No.

reel

Each of the tour movements of this Suite
Morning, Ace's Death, Anitra's Dance and
In the Hall of the Mountain King) are performed with sensitivity by Gui and the
orchestra. He gives a hauntingly sad por-

GRIEG
Peer

5

(

I

The Florence May Festival Orchestra

Vittorio Gui, Conductor

BUY SOUNDCRAFT TAPE AND WE WILL RECORD

"DIXIELAND JAMFEST IN STEREO"

NAEO,.

BO

MILT

T,1

HINTON

SOL YAGED

COZY COLE

... GREAT ARTISTS ... teamed exclusively by Sound ... yours for only 750 postage and
handling, when you buy Soundcraft Tape. Ask for it at your dealer!
Over 20 minutes of GREAT SOUNDS

craft for this bonus recording
JAll...BUT

THE SOUNDS OF ALL MUSIC...SOUND BETTER ON SOUNDCRAFT TAPES!

REEVES
10 E.

26

52nd

ST.,

NEW YORK

22, N

mins.

trained in best European traditions (an
advantage of tapes recorded abroad), and
rousing finales (which Mozart uniquely
constructed to climax each act).

LOU STEIN

NOT ONLY THE SOUNDS OF

MOZART
The Abduction from the Seraglio
(An Opera in Three Acts (Concert
Version)
The Cologne Opera Soloists and Chorus
The Guerzenich Orchestra of Cologne
Otto Ackerman, Conductor
CONCERT HALL SOCIETY RX -52

can now capture the aural perspective and
sense of stage action which adds authenticity to drama and, or opera and you can
feel as though you were seated almost at
the footlights. This is such a recording.
1
think Mozart would have liked this
production, for it conveys some of his best
features; a vocal intimacy (achieved here
by generally good mike placement and
direct projection by each character); zest
and pace of good theater (tribute to the
conductor and routined cast); participants

NEhAY

/06,

OPERA

Through fine stereophonic recordings one

SOUNOCRAFT TAPE YOU BUY!

CpL44,

trayal of "Ace's Death" and a vibrant, dramatic interpretation to the final movement.
This tape is the premiere classical work
in the "Livingstonette" series. It is beautifully recorded and all of the compelling
instrumentation is captured in stereo for
your listening pleasure.
See August 1956 for review on a monaural recording (Omega 8001) of this composition.

Stereo....$23.90....89

IN STEREO OR MONAURAL ON ANY 7" REEL OF

Georgie Sigsbee

SOUNDCRAFT

WEST COAST. 342

N.

CORP.

LaBREA, LOS ANGELES 36

For the music lover and opera goer, this
two -reel production is an ideal, concertized
condensation of musical highlights. The
plot is typical "Eastern horse -opera" of 18th
century Vienna, but as engaging as most
TV plots today. From the familiar, lively
overture to the paen of "all's- well" praise
at the conclusion, the work will come
singing throughout your stereo -equipped

zoun d S !.

HI

What Sounds!

I I It I: (; () IZ I)

S

STEREOPHONIC

HI

I ITA l' I: S

Fantastic Realism ...Guaranteed frequency
response 16 to 20,000 C. P.S.
R606 VERLYE MILLS HARP
WITH A BILLY MAY BEAT.

Big hand

Hilly May pile

driver brass with Verl_ve Mills
jazz harp.

GEORGE

WRIGHT'S

R405 ELSA LANCHESTER
I remarks by Charles Laughton) Songs for a S ke Filled

+:

.

Room. Gay, risque -they get
by because they have culture!

nr stono .041100411. nrn,uw wotw

AIR -

R806 TABOO-The exotic
,minds of Arthur Lyntan'.s

LADY.
'ail

Hawaiian Village Group
recorded in Henry J. Kais-

er's aluminum dome.
Honolulu. Fabulous
sound!

I

.., aMa,.... band

with
a beat

R715 GEORGE WRIGHT'S
IMPRESSIONS OF MY
FAIR LADY. Off-beat interpretations played on the

mighty Wurlitzer 5 Manual Theater Pipe Organ as
only Wright can do it.

C

R602 HARRY ZIMMER-

MAN'S BAND WITH

A

BEAT. Unusual marching
arrangements of pop.standards. 25 -piece big hand
recorded in wooden gym nasium, sensational sound!

R605 MR. Z. POLKAS -Harry
7immerman's big band. Polkas

with sophistication. Welk
won't like this.

ill

1

R603 BRUCE PRINCE

R713 THE GENIUS OF

JOSEPH'S SWINGIN'

HARPSICHORD. Played

GEORGE WRIGHT. The man
who has made over 2,000.000
LP album buyers pipe -happy

by prof. of music at Hunter College. Park Ave. lets

down its hair!
your tweeter.

Will tax

plays the mighty Wurlitzer
5 Manual Theater Pipe Organ.

Musical entertainment that's different for the HiFi enthusiast.
If you're interested in something more than only stranger sounds
to show off your equipment, ask for High Fidelity Recordings
complete catalog of pre -recorded stereophonic HIFITAPE and
HIFIRECORDS. All HIFI releases available on both stereo HIFITAPE
and HI FIRECORDS -The most entertainment and by far the best sound.
R802 HONKY TONK PIANO,
sounds from a Bordello in Hifi.)
Authentic sound of the giant

music-maker from prohibition era Chicago's red light district.

Available at record shops and HiFi
equipment dealers everywhere.

"T/

"The

owed

,tamed W

""

(
i

HIGH FIDELITY RECORDINGS,

INC.

7803 Sunset Boulevard, Hollywood 46, California
27

At-pa
now you
can record
your own
stereophonic

tapes

_

home. The young Dutch tenor lead, Van
Kesteren, sings with a contagious virility
that is matched more by the vivacious
second soprano role of "Blonde" than by
the young American prima donna, Marilyn
Tyler. The dialogue is spoken, briefly, in

German.
I feel that the producers could provide
more than a three paragraph synopsis and I
venture to make a few suggestions. In the
annotations they could supply a list of the
principal arias and the English translations for the dialogues or perhaps libretto
and study aids might well be included with
a recording of this cost. The excellent reproduction and the score itself justify such
a bonus for the listener.

ORCHESTRAL
THE FIRST AND
ONLY FULLY

New Pizzicato Polka

SONOTAPE SWB 9006

Fire Festival Polka

Stereo

RECORDING AND

LIVINGSTONETTE 2003 C

Stereo..

LOW PRICE!

$6.95

..141/2 minn.

The first and last selections are available
on two other stereo albums conducted by
Drexler (Livingston 722 F and 721 F).
These compositions by Johann and Joseph
Strauss are performed with facility and
charm.
The recording is flawless. 1 do have one
complaint
I do not care for the new
packaging on the releases. The plastic top
tends to split or come off
and I guess
I am inherently lazy as I do not like to
have to work at detaching the tassle fixture and dig out the tape. A box is much
the easiest way to get the tapes out-or in.

...

...

OFFENBACH MELODIES
La Belle Hélène: Overture
La Pèrichole: Selection
Boston

Pops Orchestra

Arthur Fiedler, Conductor

Now, you can actually
record
well as

-as

playback- stereophonic
sound. The new

STERECORDER
captures all the realism
of the original performance

... then reproduces this
exciting "living sound"
with full dimensional
depth and direction.

STERECORDER goes
beyond high fidelity and
"half -way" stereo units
with only monaural
recording. Hear a
demonstration today!
From the famous name in motion pictures:
Superscope Inc.. Audio Electronics Division,
780 Gower St., Hollywood, Calif.
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RIMSKY-KORSAKOFF
Scheherazade

Aquarellen Waltz
Vienna State Opera Orchestra
Josef Drexler, Conductor

AT AN AMAZING

...

Vienna State Opera Orchestra
Conducted by Hermann Scherchen

ENCHANTING STRAUSS

STEREOPHONIC

PLAYBACK SYSTEM...

His knowledge of the art is reflected in his
interpretations.
There is one thing that strikes me about
this recording
it is not a bright, reverberant one. If it were I think it would
lend an airy, buoyancy to the music. Recorded on the stage of the Northrop Memorial Auditorium on the University of Minnesota campus, the resulting sound is warm
and of concert hall realism but it seems
to me that the acoustics of the hall are such
that the sounds are more quickly absorbed
and thus the light, ethereal effect is not
there. Nonetheless, this is a fine stereo recording performed with spirit.

RCA BCS -50
Stereo ... $8.95....

181/2

mins.

More of Offenbach's delightful music, in
this instance performed with gaiety and élan
by Fiedler and the Pops.

thoroughly enchanting recording in all
respects. The splendid string section and
rich horn performances are beautifully displayed in stereo reproduction.
A

....517.95....46

mins.

The cover picture, alone, will make quite
an impression on the musical customer
male division. If such whistle -bait can
lure some into listening to music, maybe
this is good. (!)
Scherchen seems to dig deeply into the
score. He carefully etches the vivid tones
of this oriental musical fairy tale with
deep, sonorous effects. Tasteful direction,
combined with sensitive skill, make this a
most competent interpretation. The interplay of rhythms and kaleidoscopic orchestration is such that one becomes fascinated
by the sound of the orchestra via stereo.
This is a flawless recording.
TCHAIKOVSKY
Nutcracker Suits
Hamburg Philharmonia Orchestra
Henrich Alster, Conductor
BEL

CANTO #24

Stereo.

...$9.95....22

mins.

The novelty of stereo recording is insufficient to lift this performance above the

average, although a routine interpretation
comes through with adequate sound. The
absence of program notes confirms my impression that this is intended as just another
piece of agreeable background music.
TCHAIKOVSKY
Waltz from "Eugene Onegin"
Bamberg Symphony

Heinrich Hollresier, Conductor

OFFENBACH
Gaité Parisienne

PHONOTAPES Cameo SC 403

Minneapolis Symphony Orchestra
Antal Dorati, Conductor

The Polonaise, or as it is more commonly known, "the waltz," which Tchaikovsky utilized in his opera "Eugene
Onegin' is a well- known, pleasant bagatelle. Hollresier and the Bamberg group
treat it with lyricism in this brief, but
well -recorded, tape.

MERCURY MCSS -I5
Stereo... $11.95....27

Stereo

mins.

Dorati conducts the Gaité arrangement
made by Manuel Rosenthal for the Ballet
Russe De Monte Carlo, and a very fine job
he does of it too. Dorati has always been
one of my favorite conductors of ballet.

$4.98

8

mins.

POPULAR
TIME FOR TINA. Vol. II

Its

Been A Long, Long Time

Hold Me
I Wanna

Be Loved
Let's Do It
How Long Has This Been Going On
Goodnight, My Love

Louise, Vocalist
Buddy Weed and His Orchestra
T na

C

!i

DNCERT HALL EX-47

ereo

$8.95.

.

.

22 mins.

On the Sunnyside of the Street
Swanee River

pleasant manner. She is given good backing
by a nameless studio orchestra and the entire musical setup is accorded excellent engineering. If my back were against the wall
I would have to admit that Miss Blaine sings
well but that she does not particularly impress me on this recording. However, her
vocalizing on "Take Him" and "That Terrific Rainbow" possesses more of the "right
in there" feeling for the lyrics than she
demonstrates on the preceding four.

Tangerine
Song of India
Marie
So Rare

Swing Low Sweet Chariot
Boogie Woogie

Green Eyes
Deep River
I'm Gettin' Sentimental Over You

OMEGATAPE

Tina Louise fairly oozes intimacy. Her
delivery is quietly rendered in a slow, sultry
fashion. I was somehow reminded of the,
if you will pardon the word, sexy weather
forecasters . . . female division. She may
well have appeal (and it is beamed in this
direction) to the male population.

You'll hear Coleman Hawkins featured
on tenor sax, Tyree Glenn on trombone and
Hilton Jefferson on alto sax. Buddy Weed
and the aggregation come through with a
good job.
The stereo recording is capably accom-

Stereo.
A

TOAST TO TOMMY AND JIMMY
DORSEY

ST -7027

..$11.95....321 /2

The musicians are members of the origi-

F
When You Buy a

plished.

M

DANCE TIME
Around the World in Eighty Days
Sunrise Serenade
Rain on the Roof

IT'S

Tape Recorder!

Moonlight Cocktail
Linger Awhile
Amapola
By the Light of the Silvery Moon
Cachita
:tick Contino and

mins.

$40 Voice of Music

His Orchestra

Stereo Tape Library!

`+tERCURY MS2-12
idereo .. $8.95....21 mins.

4

If your memory goes back to the days
of Horace Heidi s radio-talent programs, you
will recall Contino and the splash he made
playing his accordion. Here he backs his
instrument with an orchestra and proceeds
to cut loose and demonstrate his still quite
able talent on the "squeeze box."
From the opening number, which includes wordless vocal colorings, you will
find the beat danceable. "Linger Awhile'
and "By the Light of the Silvery Moon"
culled up memories of Shep Fields and his
ripplin' rhythms. " Amapola' and " Cachita"
some(catch the bass on the accordion
one made the remark it sounded as though
prothe instrument had indigestion!)
vide good spotlights for Contino.
The sound is very good
content -wise
it is pleasant for background or dancing.

...

...

...

Brand -New Stereo Tape Recordings

AVAILABLE NOWHERE ELSE!

The N ENV Voice of Music Stereo Tape Library

.Y.

,tle

Moonlit Moods. Beat -selling Lenny Herman and
"the Mightiest Little Band in the Land" play Paper
.bfoon, Moonlight Cocktails, etc.
Heartstrings. A romantic collection of ballads
beautifully played for dancers and dreamers by
Henri Brand,- and his Strings.
Surprise Symphony. Haydn's Symphony No. 94
in (1 played by the Mannheim National Symphony
Orchestra conducted by Herbert Albert.
Solidly Som. Jazz at its best and Stereo at its
most thrilling by Sam Donohue and his crew.
88 MINUTES OF MELODY
MUSICAL TASTE

SELECTIONS FOR EVERY

V- M All - Stereo Tape Recorders Play BOTH
Stacked ANI) Staggered Stereo Tapes, Record and
Play Back Monaurally in Flawless High- Fidelity!

PAL JOEY

tape -o -matit "portable tope recorder. Tubular
steel stand FREE. Model 714, Just $225.00 List.

What

Is A Man
Could Write a Book
Zip
Bewitched
Take Him
That Terrific Rainbow
I

'The 'Celeste' table model tape recorder. Blonde
or mahogany. Legs optional. Model 750, just
$259.95 List.

Vivian Blaine

FOR A FREE DEMONSTRATION, VISIT YOUR V-M DEALER

MERCURY MS2 -15

Stereo....

$8.95.

S

20 mins.

the

voice

Ighny higher

TODAY!
in

the Wes

Music®

Vivian Blaine, star of stage and screen,
sings these selections from "Pal Joey" in a
29

Aroun
RUSS

the

MOLLOY

World

in

MICHAEL TODD'S
AROUND THE WORLD
IN EIGHTY DAYS
ST.20 $11.95 32 min.

80 Days

MAN
WHO PUT THE "OH"
IN STEREO
THE

FOR WHOM THE BELL
TOLLS

ST -15

$11.95

32 min.

...

JAZZ
HONEYMOON IN
SOUTH AMERICA
ST -12

.
PACIFIE

57.95

16

32 min.

$11.95

THE ART OF PEPPER
The Breeze and
Without a Song
Fascinating Rhythm
Long Ago and Far Away
I Can't
Believe That You're In Love
Me
I

OMEGATAPE
mrsrr WW1

s.

Stereo
ST -28

min.

SYMPHONY FOR GLENN
ST -8
$11.95 32 min.

$7.95

16 min.

MARSHARD'S
SOCIETY DANCE
HARRY

ORCHESTRA
ST -29

$11.95

32 min.

$9.95

your dealer
for these and
other albums
listed in the

I

23 min.

26 mins.

With Art

as the meat with pepper, and
the vegetables with salt, here is
served up a musical stew with plenty of
gravy furnished by Ben Tucker on bass and
Chuck Flores on drums. Art Pepper is a fine
alto artist with a deft, strong touch. On
this recording his partner in jazz is Carl
Perkins who has a fluid, easy style at the
piano and improvises with considerable flex-

as

ibility.
"Without

A Song" and "Fascinating
Rhythm" showcase both the instrumental
and creative ability of this team. In "I Can't
Believe
" the bass work by Tucker is
reminiscent of Buddy Hackett and the byplay between Pepper and Tucker is very

...

See

THE KING AND

ST -2030

$11.95

INTIMATE DANCE

With

STYLES

Carl

ST.19

memory hit which is, after all, its

a

"Maria Elena" is listed on the notes but
don't listen for it
it isn't there.

STEREO
,.8e¢ eagd
SOUTH

tainly

purpose.

albums
worthy of the name

SÍ.14

nal Tommy Dorsey orchestra, the tunes are
those closely associated with the two brothers, the performance is Dorsey stereotyped
in stereo, the engineering is very good.
There is a mixture of slow and fast, of
instrumental and instrumental -vocals. There
is some tine solo work by Ray Linn on
trumpet, Tommy Pederson on trombone and
Milt Raskin at the keyboard. The Eberle O'Connell shoes are filled by Al Cava who
has an agreeable voice and Adele Francis
who, I am afraid, is not quite up to the task.
In "Deep River" and "Song of India" the
men get their teeth in it and slam forth with
spirit. As a whole the recording is cer-

effective.
A good tape which is well recorded.

Bel NAY

stereo tape
Id hob

library.

SI-FP

GOLD COAST JAZZ, Vol.

2

Fu -Dunk

Evelina
.

OKLAHOMA and
SYMPHONY FOR BLUES
ST -13
$9.95 23 min.

I

ask to bear these new

Bel Canto releases

How Deep is the Ocean
Star Eyes
Everything Happens to Me

.. .

now on your dealer's shelves.

MEMORIES OF SPAIN
AND ITALY
ST -3

$9.95

23 min.

ST-30

DANCE HITS OF THE

ST-31

HONEYMOON

ST-32

BALLET PYGMALION /SWAN LAKE

ST-33

HONEYMOON

ST-34

AFRICAN SAFARI

ST-35

HAWAIIAN

IN

IN

Pu- Da h
The Lon Norman Sextet

CRITERIATAPE
Stereo
$11.95
This is a gtx)d combo which works cohesively to produce some fine jazz sounds.
Solo breaks provide spotlights for individual improvisations and the jazz fan should
be pleased with the whole production.
Lon Norman, trombonist, not only leads

30's 8 40's

MANHATTAN

PARIS

LUAU

if flot asailabic at sour dealer, write direct.

Bet eattfo" MAGNETIC
DEPT. TC 2919 5.

RECORDED TAPES

LA CIENEGA BLVD., CULVER CITY, CALIF.

Remember You

Lons -On -Ya

TE

02191

the group but does the colorful arrangements. Gus Moss, tenor; Bill Ladley, drums;
Al Simi, bass; John Williams, piano and
Vinnie Tanno, trumpet; round out the
sextet. The recording showcases Tanno on
trumpet. Tanno, who has played with Kenton and Herman, is a talented artist and
puts in some enthusiastic work.

The beat is predominately up with "How
.)eep is the Ocean," "Everything Happens
o Me," and "Pu -Dah" providing a down empo to things.
A compatible, exuberant
group-reorded with authenticity.

SHOW MUSIC
WEST SIDE STORY

COLUMBIA TOB -13

Stereo.... $23.95.

57

mint.

This is an original cast recording of the
Broadway musical based on Jerome Rob mins' conception of a modern Romeo -Juliet
story. The book by Arthur Laurents deals
with an "American" street gang who are
opposing a group of Puerto Ricans. The
setting is New York. Tony (Larry Kert)
who is co-founder of the Jets ( "American"
Bang) is in love with Maria (Carol Lawrence) whose brother is leader of the Sharks
(Puerto Rican gang) and so on into the
story. The lyrics by Stephen Sondheim are
interesting and the music by Leonard Bernstein is dynamic and stimulating. The colorful effects of the musical score and the stereo
reproduction of the singers is fascinating
As for the vocal skill of the cast I cannor
hear anything to rave about but I was impressed with Carol Lawrence above all tht
others. She has a clear delivery and her
tonal quality is good.
Columbia supplies excellent notes with
the album. Those who have seen the production tell me the choreography of Jerome
Robbins is a delight to behold
They
also derive more enjoyment from hearing
this album than do those of us who have
not had the pleasure of seeing the show.
The sound is skillfully managed.

mixed memories but certainly pleasant
reactions for ex -GI's who can listen and not
have to act. I have found after each hearing
that this remains a very interesting and enjoyable tape. The notes provided by
Mercury are both informative and guiding.
The drum solos, are excellent fodder for
the hi -fi man. Mooré s piece which defines
the twenty-six rudiments of drumming,
"Connecticut Half -Time" is the more exciting of the two.
Recorded in the Eastman Theatre in
Rochester, this is a clearly defined stereo
recording. The engineering was accomplished with good purpose
the drums
predominately on one side, the trumpets
on the other
yet no hole in the middle.
This is a tape I would consider not only
a good hi -fi showpiece but, in essence, a
good "collector's item" of authentic martial
music.

MARCH
RUFFLES AND FLOURISHES

Music for Field Trumpets and Drums
Eastman Symphonic Wind Ensemble
Frederick Fennell. Conductor

MERCURY MS5.13
Stereo
..$8.95....21 mins.

This is different from the usual march
music fare. Here Fennell conducts members
of the Eastman wind ensemble in a wide
variety of music and calls based upon the
field music of the U. S. Armed Forces.
You will hear music for rendering honors,
traditional marches and inspection pieces
(both serious; i. e., "The American Flag,"
"The President's March," and light; i. e.,
"Soapsuds Row," "You're in the Army
Now "); plus two drum solos and twelve
bugle calls. The latter are hound to awaken

...

...

...

MISCELLANEOUS
MARCH
BLACK WATCH
Pipe and Drum Tunes
Black Watch Royal Highland Regiment

PHONOTAPES Cameo Series
Stereo
$4.98....9 mins.

Here is a stereo edition of the monaural
version ( PMC 1009 reviewed May 19571
of the Black Watch Regiment. In their
lower priced Cameo Series (monaural..
$298) Phonotapes is now releasing stereo
tapes, priced at $4.98.
Although what I am going to say would
not usually apply to most musical recordings I do think the monaural version is
closer, more exciting than the stereo release. must hark back to what I stated in
the first review
the monaural recording has "good audio perspective
you'll
hear the regiment marching to front and
rear
" Now, for the even more realistic,
spread effect
the back and forth from
one side of room to the other
then
the.. stereo version is IT. But I'll stick my
neck out and say for the added four minutes
and overall exciting impact, I'll take the
monaural version! The percussion is more
of the chest- thumping kind and even the
calls seem more discernible.
1

.

...

...

...

.

-

Recorder- Stereophonic Reproducer
Two -speed, precision -built tope tronsport, capable of playing over 4 hours from
o single 7" reel of tape; sustained frequen
cy response 30- 16,000 cps (7y, ips), with

dynamic ronge over 55 db; Flutter and
wow under 0.25% rms at 7' 4 ips; Precision
timing accuracy affords perfection of pitch
held to tolerances of less thon t/s of o half
tone at highest frequencies.

Amplifier -Speakers

-

Electronically

and acoustically matched for optimum re.
production of stereo and monaural sound.
These units deliver more undistorted sound
per watt than the great majority of 12"
and 15" speakers available today. Environmental inverse feedback from speaker
voice coil circuit to cathode of first amplifier stage affords improved damping, lower
distortion. Tilt -out push -button control panel for selecting input (Tape, TV, Tuner, or
Phono); bass, treble and volume controls.

Here is a stereo system you'll be as proud to show
as you will to operate. The Ampex A121 -SC Modular
home music system was designed to satisfy not only
the needs of the audio perfectionist, but also the
increasing desire for a system that is os pleasing to
the eyes as it is to the ears.
The A121 -SC is an integrated system, and though any
of the individual units con be incorporated smoothly
into your own system, the combination of the three
provides a level of performance not possible to
achieve by any other means.

.t

`L\YyF

SiFStua stIYN

1--1;th,

;

4

AMPEX AUDIO, INC.
1034 KIFER ROAD,
SUNNYVALE, CALIFCFNIA
Please send free full -color folder:
NAME

Complete Specifications -Information
on the units shown obove, plus consoles,

portables, and unmounted units, available
in free new full -color brochure.

ADDRESS
ASPEN

ASrwo..

CITY
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CONVERTING
REVERE
RECORDERS TO

STEREO

the various makes of recorders which we have so
far converted to stereo playback the Revere Recorder
has proved to be the easiest by far. This is due to two
factors. 1: that the conversion kit which contains the stereo
head assembly is already completely wired and needs only
to be plugged into the appropriate place on the chassis and
2: the Revere contains no preamplifier for the second channel and hence no rewiring into the preamplifier is required.
No soldering is necessary nor are there any connections
to be made. The only part of the job which requires any
sort of machine tool is the drilling of a quarter inch hole
in the back plate of the recorder. All other work can be performed with a screw driver and with the small Bristol
wrench provided in the kit.
The kit is the SK -707 and is suitable for installation in
the Revere single rotary models T-1100, T -1200, T -900, and
TR -1000. It will also provide stereo playback in the Revere
keyboard models T-700B, 8 -700, TR -800D, TR800, T -10,
TR -20, and T -70000 series and the T-11. The kit is attractively boxed and contains the stereo head assembly including an attached erase head, a fiber insulator, the small
Bristol wrench for adjusting the head alignment, and the
stereo connecting cable on the end of which is a small jack
already connected and wired.
The recorder which we converted was the T -11 model
shown in the photograph above. First step in the conversion
was to remove the top deck which is accomplished by removing the control knobs. The volume and the tone control
are removed simply by prying them up; the rewind lever
knob comes off by removing the small set screw at the rear.
The reel spindles are removed by taking the three small
OF all

first step in the conversion
head cup in the same position as
the bottom of the head. Right:
the head assembly in place in the
The

screws out of their sockets and there are five screws between
the reel spindles which much be taken out. Immediately
above the input jack and above the normal lamp are two
screws which are loosened until the threads no longer engage but are not removed from the recorder. The record key
lock is then released and the record lock is gently pried to
the left and the top plate may be slipped off. In the head cup
will be found the old head held down by a spring which goes
across the top of the head. This spring is removed by taking out the two screws which hold it and the sound head
cable plug is removed from the socket at the rear of the
recorder. Be sure to note at this point the path of the black
cable as it leads to the head cup, as it is necessary to retrace
it with the new cable when the stereophonic head is installed.
After unplugging the old cable, it is removed from the
chassis and the old head lifted from the cup. The stereophonic head and its associated cable is then taken out of the
kit and placed in the head cup in the same position as occupied by the former head.
There are two brass pivot studs at the bottom of the
head cup which engage holes in the brass alignment plate
to which the stereo head is attached. Be sure that these
pivot studs do engage the holes. When this has been accomplished select the longer of the two fiber insulators
furnished with the kit and put the small pegged end in the
head spring. The head spring is then remounted so that it
holds the head down tightly in place.
There will be two cables coming from the new head. One
of which terminates in a four pronged plug and the other
in the small jack which was mentioned previously. Route

of the Revere recorder to stereo playback is to remove the top plate. Center: The new head is placed in the
the old head which has been removed. Be sure that the pivot studs engage the holes in the brass plate on
installation of the new head is complete by installing the head spring together with the fiber washer to hold
recorder.

www.americanradiohistory.com

Front Row Center with

CAPITOL
STEREO
TAPE
aft: after the head is installed the cables are routed to the back of the recorder following
same path as the old cable. The four prong plug is then plugged into the recorder. Right:
the head is adjusted by means of the Bristol wrench for maximum high frequency response.
l

both cables along the path that had
been taken by the cable which you removed. The plug is inserted in the
socket from which the other plug had
been removed and the small jack is

mounted on the back panel by drilling
one quarter inch hole. If desired the
ick need not be mounted on the rear
sand as the connecting cable which is
rurnished in the kit can be led out the
bottom of the tube replacement opening. In our case, we did mount the
lack on the back of the recorder.
Before putting on the top cover
plate, the head should be aligned for
naximum high frequency response.
This is done by placing a stacked
stereophonic tape on the recorder and
turning the tone control lever to maximum treble. Just to the left of the erase
head will be found a very small adjusting screw into which the Bristol wrench
will fit. Insert the Bristol wrench in this
screw and start the tape playing. Turn
the screw back and forth until you
reach the point where the maximum
high frequency response is heard. Once
this point has been reached, the Bristol
wrench is removed and no further adjustment is necessary.
This, believe it or not, completes the
installation of the stereo playback kit
in the Revere recorder with, of course,
the exception of putting back the top
plate.
The only difficulty in putting the
plate back on is to be sure to pry the
record lock lever slightly with a screw
driver so it will clear the key board
opening and allow the plate to go back
in place. For the sake of convenience
we also removed the on -off switch and
the pilot light to the left of the recorder so that we might completely
detach the plate, for the purpose of
making the photographs. If you do not
detach these units the plate must then
be kept near the recorder so as not to
impose any strain on the connecting
wires.
.(

After the plate has been positioned
the knobs are replaced in their original
positions by pressing them back on and
the reel spindles are attached with the
three screws which were found in
each. The other screws are replaced and
tightened and the recorder is ready to
play.
As mentioned previously, the output
from the second channel comes directly from the head and there is no preamplifier contained in the recorder.
Hence for outside connections to a
stereo system it must be connected to a
preamplifier and power amplifier in
order to drive the speaker with sufficient power. For the other channel an
external speaker is plugged into the
monitor jack on the recorder.
We believe that the installation of a
new head in the Revere recorder can be
accomplished by anyone irrespective of
the knowledge the person has of electronics or even of handling tools. As
we have outlined above the installation
procedure is extremely simple and the
steps are so well described in the installation instructions, which come
with the kit, that anyone who has never
tackled the insides of a recorder has
nothing to fear.

THE ORIGINAL BROADWAY CAST ALBUM

that has
critics raving and SRO audiences entranced. It's vivid proof of stereo's
realistic dimension.
(ZF-41)
of the rollicking smash hit

Other Popular Releases in Stereo
NAT 'KING' COLE:
Just One of Those 7'hings (Zn -28)
HARRY JAMES:
(ZC-29)
Wild About Harry
BILLY MAY:
Jimmie Lunceford in Iii -Pi (ZC-30)
PITTSBURGH SYMPHONY ORCH.,
with RICHARD JONES:
Stringtime
(ZC -31)
LES BROWN:
l'omposers' lloliday

JACKIE GLEASON:
(Moo!

(ZC -32)

(ZU -33)

RAY ANTHONY:

Young Ideas

(ZC-34)

Classical Releases in
"Full Dimensional Sound" Stereo
LEOPOLD STOKOWSKI:

Landmarks
FELIX SLATKIN, HOLLYWOOD

BOWL SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA:
Overture

(ZF -36)

ERICH LEINSDORF, CONCERT ARTS

SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA:
(ZF -37)
The Sound of Wagner
DRAGON:
CARMEN
(ZF -38
A World of Music
with
CHORALE,
ROGER WAGNER
HOLLYWOOD BOWL SYMPHONY
(ZF -391
Starlight Chorale
LOS
ANGELES
ERICH LEINSDORF,
PHILHARMONIC, with LEONARD
PENNARIO, pianist:
7'ehailawsky Piano Concerto (ZF -40)

The small jack at the end of the lower head
cable is installed in the back of the recorder

slightly above and to the right of the input
jack.

2 CHANNEL

-11

IPS

-

FOR IN -LINE HEADS

33
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AMPEX "CAPRICE-" STEREOPHONIC OUTFIT,
Model A- 12222 -SP, complete with recorder and both
speakers in three portable cases. Purchased in Nos-ember and hardly used. Guaranteed in absolutely
spotless condition, still in factory cartons.
Cost
5819.5(1, first 5619,50 takes it. Your money refunded if not satisfied. Reason for selling: going
to buy Ampex professional equipment. Al Caggiano.
Bridgeton, R.D. 2. New Jersey.
TAPE RECORDER AND HI -El Equipment: Berlant Broadcast recorder, Model BRX -2. like brand
new, used in home only as a hubby. out 5595.011.
will deliver in factory carton for 5495.1111. Garrard
professional turntable, Model 301, perfect, delivery in factory carton for $60.00. Pickering Flux valve- Unipoise pickup arm with diamond needle,
never used, S- 15.00. G.E. transcription arm with
Recoton magnetic cartridge, both like new, both
Jeanne 1-i Calzi, Greenwich, New
for $17.01.

SHOP OR SWAP
Adveni,iug in tin.
rouwierrinl ad,.

'lI'I:

and

.11]

ltla'u111.1. \t: d,.

,

,t.'.,

un,r a, lurtf.yd in titi, ,- oInuut and all
.trim(, beton ".n nnlicidual,.

xuar-anty, aus

taco,. rte a
RATES: ('ouuuyrrial ad.. f.:lu par wund. Individual
ad,, non min niehIAI,
a wund.
IG-t. ill any.. In full .hond a amupauv ,vps. Ads will
b, ist,. -rod I mst asailal,l,, issue. lilt,,' print or
r' Ia 3 our ,'rop to :n oil error. .\ d,l r,,. ad tu: Shop
r Swap. 11 ('I 'l'a N Iteeordinx 1laaarim, N,vlua
Hark, SId
n

INCH, ,0. \HNI.T1 TAPE and strung lightweight carton that ,,,
ally tar' to mail anywhere
in the U. S. Carton and tape can be used many
times, only 51.0(1. George F. Bischof, 1504 E.
Vickery Blvd., Furt Worth .1, Texas.
ANY 1200' TAPE DUPLICATED -one or bath
tracks, monaural or stereo. 55.00 per reel postpaid
if check accompanies order. Send master and instructiuns to W. A. Yoder Company, 71.1 North
Cleveland Street, Richmond, Va.
SYNCHRONIZER HOOKUP: Make sound movies
with your tape recorder. 510.00. Anderson. 28.12
1

I

I

Jersey.

FLIiCTRO- VOICE TWO- \C'AY Speaker -System.
in custom Walnut Enclosure. 25 watt capacity; 3018,0(10 C.P.S. response.
Last one; like new.
$310.00 value for only 5210.0(1. B. K. Balch, 611
Livingston Rd., Linden, New Jersey.
TRADE-IN HEADQUARTERS FOR recorders. Hi.
Fi; Top dollar toward Acrusound, Ampex, Altec,
Fenton- Fisher. Garrard. Alarantz, Pickering.
Stevens, Thurens. others.
Many like-new components at a big saving. Money-hack guarantee. Our
customers trust us. Greenwich Specialty, Greenwich.
New Jersey.
\\'ILI. BUY: AMPEX A -692-P Amplifier- Speaker.
John Simons. 2(1911 Avalon, Ruc ky River, Ohio,.
Edison I -1950EVERY ISSUE "TAPIT RECORDING" to Dec 57.
Best offer.
\\'m. English, 229 West 22nd St..
I

South -13- Street, Stockton. Calif.

LEARN

HYPNOTISM. SELF -HYPNOSIS from
recorded tapes! Other helpful "Mind -Power" apes.
books, recordings!
Free catalog.
Write. Philanthropic Library, Drawer TR69 -, Ruidoso, New
Mexico.

íH'.01

II'

TAPE -MYLAR

mil 2.1(10'
mil acetate 51.89.
Acetate 21111' 112 mil 51.39.
6 S
'I.. 2 S1.29. All boxed Guaranteed.
Postage add 20o) per reel. Catalogue.
Recording
Service. P. O. Box 2 ì t. Wallingford, Conn.
1(11'

.

i

I

.

18011'

-

_

1

I

.

1

I

REE TAPE RECORDINGS of Christian Shut -In
music, Western Gospel Singing great Baptist Choirs.
Christmas and Easter cantatas, the "Messiah," Complete Church services, ( Southern Baptist but nu doctrines) Biblical dramatizations. and many others.

Also available, amazing Carillon Chime recordings.
For complete list write Chancy Summers, Box 98(
Mobile. Alabama.

... THE WORLD'S

TAPE

ON TAPE
JACK BAYHA
NARRATED BY ED CONDIT
OUPInUaTro av hYIIaKTON ELECTRONIC CORP.

PaeoaacO

BY TAPE RECORDING

SO/tRIG

PURA, MO

MAL1r,NE

-ì5r.

head lathe

ryr,

t,

col

and microgroove leadsc'rew-

.

ALL ABOUT TAPE
ON TAPE

you need in sound, not in
the written word. A new

FIRST

ALL ABOUT

81100

1

.

I I

Jersey.

PHONOGRAPH RECORDS prior 1940 wanted.
Also records dubs, tapes of voices of people of interest. from newsreels, movie spurts, air, radio, past
or present, all types, also army navy transcription
shows: movie trailers.
Jacob S. Schneider, 11E)
West 83, New York City.
MINIFON BATTERY RECORDER P 55. Little
used only transformer and holder- 5200. Dr. H.
Unger. 1011 Forest Avenue, Bugalu. New York.
FOR SALE -Jensen G610 Triaxial speaker mount
ed in Klipsch designed Rebel KR -3 enclosure.
S I8(1.00. Kenneth Rauscher,
1848 Sobro Avenue.
Valley Stream, Long Island, New York -

\\'ANTED -DISC
ble.
land.

RECORDER. two speed-porta1. Mary

"Levy," 853 N. Eutaw, Baltimore

REK -O -KUT overhead lathe with 12" Presto turn
table, 12 -watt amp. and speaker for sale. Chardon
Recording Company. Box 141, Chardon- Ohio,.

BARGAIN: Crown Royal Stereo Recorder
old, ì motors.

I

month

speeds, excellent response

2 -20
watt amps auto. end of reel stop, solenoid remote
operate forward drive 2 monitor spkrs. in lid. Original warranty, perfect condition, no scratches or
scuffs, $986.011 plus freight. sell for 5600 plus
freight. Cliff Juranis. 525 Buttonwood St., Reading.
3

Pa.

FOR SALE. TAPE RECORDINGS at big loss. Going Stereo. Priced for quick sale, all my recorders.
Tandberg. DeJur and Crestwood. All like new. All
inquiries answered with detailed description.
McAdoo Bruington, Box -IS. Lewisburg, Tennessee.

-5

Will give you the information

TAPE BOOK'

Horneff,

55.00,

I I IA tape. Work
and payment to J. Carl
l Cedarcruft Ave.. Audubon 6. New

Send tape

Tape-Box 295, Bloomfield, New Jersey.
AMPEX DUPLICATION of your pre -edited monaural or stereo tape. Also staggered to stacked, 1200'
55.011. Quantity rates available. Remit with order.
Pro Arte, Box 1001, New Brunswick, New Jersey.

1

WANTED: DIS( RECORDER turntable with over-

e

guaranteed.

TAPE RENTALS! A wide variety of finest stereophonic and monaural tapes now available at realistic rates. For details, write National Rent -A -Tape
Service. P. O. Drawer I. Winnetka, Illinois.

.

-

.
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TAPI! DUPLICATED
200ft.
56.00. Recorded on new Scotch

GUARANTEED RECORDING TAPI!, 1200'
39. 81111' -S1.99. 2400'
5.99 on 7" reels.
S
empties ""
Minimum order assorted. $10.00.
I

F

NOW HEAR THIS

-

Chester, Pa.

1

i

1

Will consider complete outfit, but prefer mechanism only. State make. condition and price. Richard Suenaga, 360 Yellowstone. Pocatello, Idaho.
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IPS, 7- Reel, Dual

Track

$6.95 postpaid
3,4 IPS, 5" Reel, Dual Track
$5.95 postpaid

Including

a 28

RECORDED TAPE
A full line of stereophonic topes from
over 30 tape libraries. For FREE catalog,

write

-

MAL'S RECORDING SERVICE
Boa 37, Rockaway Pork 94. N. Y.

Dept. TR,

history.

authored by Jack Bayha .
. a
book to which you listen
the first
book specifically designed and produced on tape instead of the printed
page.
Now you can actually
.
HEAR what good recording, over recording, wow, flutter, distortion,
wrong mike placement, etc., sound
like. A test section allows you to adjust the head of your recorder for
best results. Chapters include: How
a Tape Recorder Works, A Demonstrated Glossary, Recorder Operation, Home Recording, Field Record.
ing, Low Impedance, Microphones,
Recorder Maintenance and Testing.
Playing time of the Tapebook is
one hour. Accompanying each reel is
a 28 page booklet containing 80 illustrations to supplement the spoken
word. It is unique, enjoyable and instructive.
71

WILL SWAP MUSIC TAPES. Organ, Dixieland.
Novelty, etc. Norman Reed, Graterford, Pa.

page manual of

illustrations

34

www.americanradiohistory.com

RECORDS

FROM YOUR TAPES

Meetings. concerts. training aids. etc
economically re recorded on perma
nerd hi-fidelity discs Professional quality
-overnight service -all speeds -any

quanldy WrdelorFreefolderandPri es

RECORDED PUBLICATIONS LABS.
1568 -1580 Pierce Ave., Comden 5, N.J

-

-

We specialize in TRADE -INS

highest
allowances
Ampex, Bell, Concerfone,
Crown, Ferrograph, Presto, Tandberg HiFi components, accessories. Catalog.

BOYNTON STUDIO

l0 Pennsylvania Ave., Dept.

TR

Tuckahoe, N. Y. Tel. SP. 9-5278

TAPE REC'OIIDERS
EXCEPTIONAL VALUES

111

-FI COIPONENTS
BRANDS

NATIONAL
WRITE FOR FREE CATALOGUE

CARSTON

NEW

28,
N'Y.

YCORK

not just TWICE AS LONG as standard tape...
not just TWICE AS STRONG as regular "Double -Play" tape...

Irish

ooU

ro -sheen process

made b

irish

The new FORTIFIED
DOUBLE-PLAY recording tape is a SUPERTOUGH version of the
original
DOUBLE-PLAY. The latter was the first tape on the market to double the standard
length of tape on a given reel size and provide twice the normal amount of uninterrupted playing
time. Made on specially strengthened MYLAV polyester film base, the new FORTIFIED DOUBLE PLAY tape has a tensile strength of 6 lbs. That means it's just as strong as any standard tape
which plays only half as long! No more need for gentle handling... just slap it in like any old tape
ferro -sheen process:
and play it twice as long -with all the extra benefits of the
mirror- smcoth surface...no oxide shedding... next to no wear on the magnetic heads...better
high -frequency response... freedom from tape noise...reduced drop -outs and print -through!

Irish

irish

Du Pont's

ORRadio Industries, Inc., Opelika, Alabama
Export: Morhan Exporting Corp., New York, N. Y
Canada: Atlas Radio Corp., Ltd., Toronto, Ontario

FORT /F.'=0

Irish

DOUBLE -PLAY is available In restricted quantities wherever quality recording tape Is sold.

www.americanradiohistory.com

registered trademark

The magnetic tape
that can't be copied!

Others try to imitate it... but no tape equals
SCOTCH 200 Tensilized Double- Length Tape!
BRAND

...

This is the original no- break, no- stretch tape that plays twice as long
and you
can't buy better! "SCOTCH" Brand waited until it had perfected an extended
play tape of unmatched quality. Now, here it is- "SCOTCH" 200 Tensilized Double Length Tape -first to give you a Polyester backing with an ultimate tensile strength
of 6.8 lbs! And it's the only tape of its kind that offers silicone lubrication,
genuine built -in protection for your recorder head. Why settle for imitations when
the original and best costs no more? Today, see your dealer for a reel of "SCOTCH"
200 Tensilized Double- Length Tape, newest of the "Tapes you can trust ".

MINNESOTA MINING

AND

MANUFACTURING COMPANY

...WHERE RESEARCH IS
The term

-Scotch"

is

a

registered trademark of 3M Compan,, St. Paul

6.

Mmn. E.port:

99

THE KEY TO TOMORROW

Park A.enue, New York. Canada: London, Ontario.

C

3M Co., 1958.

